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COHOMOLOGY OF METACYCLIC GROUPS

JOHANNES HUEBSCHMANN

Abstract. Let e: 1 —> N —► G —► K —> 1 be an extension of a finite cyclic

group N by a finite cyclic group K . Using homological perturbation theory,

we introduce the beginning of a free resolution of the integers Z over the

group ring ZG of G in such a way that the resolution reflects the structure

of G as an extension of N by K, and we use this resolution to compute

the additive structure of the integral cohomology of G in many cases. We

proceed by first establishing a number of special cases, thereafter constructing

suitable cohomology classes thereby obtaining a lower bound, then computing

characteristic classes introduced in an earlier paper, and, finally, exploiting these

classes, obtaining upper bounds for the cohomology via the integral cohomology

spectral sequence of the extension e. The calculation is then completed by

comparing the two bounds.

Introduction

Few explicit integral calculations have been done in group cohomology. In

particular, given a group extension 1 —> N —> G —> K —> 1, even if the coho-

mologies of N and K are known, there is no general recipe to compute the

cohomology of G from the given data.

In the past years we developed methods to actually do such a calculation

under appropriate circumstances. In [24] and [25] we offered means to handle

nilpotent groups of class 2. In the present paper we offer another such method;

it consists of several steps: At first, one constructs cohomology classes of G

by means of standard methods such as, e.g., Chern classes of suitable repre-

sentations and transfer. This provides a lower bound for the cohomology of

G. The next step is to construct the beginning of a suitable free resolution

for G which arises from the tensor product of a free resolution for yV and

K by "homological perturbation theory". The natural framework for this con-

struction is within differential homological algebra and will be explained in full

detail elsewhere [28]. The beginning of a resolution is then used to compute cer-

tain characteristic classes which were introduced in an earlier paper [26]; these

classes assume their values in certain Ext-groups and provide a description of
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the first nonzero differential in the spectral sequence of the extension. The co-

homology with respect to the first nonzero differential then provides an upper

bound for the cohomology of G. In favorable circumstances the two bounds

coincide. In the present paper we illustrate this philosophy by a computation of

the integral cohomology of many metacyclic groups. For a prime p , the mod p

cohomology of such a group has been computed in our earlier paper [30]; in that

paper the construction of the beginning of a free resolution has already been

exploited. However, it is unclear whether integral calculations can be effectively

carried out from these results and the Bockstein spectral sequence.

Thus, let G be a metacyclic group, given by a presentation

(0.1) G = G(r,s, t,f) = {x,y; /=1, xs=yf, xyx~x=y),

where 5 > 1, r > 1, f = 1 mod r, tf = f mod r. These conditions ensure

that the group G fits into a group extension

(0.2) e: 1 — N-+G-*K^ 1,

where N = {y; yr = 1) and K = {x ; xs = 1). In the present paper we shall

compute the additive structure of the integral cohomology of a large class of

metacyclic groups. More precisely, for a number m, let mp denote the p-

primary part, i.e., m = mm , where m is not divisible by p. We shall

compute the p-primary part of the integral cohomology of any metacyclic group

G(r, s, t, f) unless

sp>rP'    f^°   modrp,    and   t£l   mod fp.

To explain our result, we introduce the following notation:

h0 = r,    k0 = s,    q0 — s,     v = —— ,    d = order of t modulo r,

hj = (tJ-l,r),     fcj=(XyVj,     <7, = ^,     J>\,

where as usual (• • • ) refers to the greatest common divisor. We note that the

second cohomology group H2(K,N) has order ql and that v modulo ql is

the class in H (K, N) of the extension e ; moreover, for j > 1, the numbers

<7. are divisible by q{ (see (6.8) for details).

We shall say that a prime p is bad for the presentation (0.1) if it divides r

and j, if / ^ 0 mod r , and if s  > r . It is not hard to see that a prime p

is bad for the presentation (0.1) if and only if v ^ 0 mod (#,)   and if s > r

(see (6.12) below). A prime which is not bad for the presentation (0.1) will be

said to be good for the presentation (0.1). Here is our main result.

Theorem 0.3. Given a presentation (0.1) of a metacyclic group G, there are

classes Ç2j 6 H2;(G, Z) and c¡2j+lH2j+l(G, Z) so that, at each prime p that

is good for the presentation (0.1), as a graded module over the p-primary part
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of the integral cohomology H*(Z/i, Z) = Z[cx]/scx of the quotient Z/s, the

cohomology ofH*(G,Z) is generated by these classes subject to the relations

(0-3.1) *yCV-(".«i)^cxCv_2,

(0.3.2) QjCxC2j = 0,

(0.3.3) ;r(^<7i)4í2, = 0,        i>2,

wn/ess possibly p = 2, t = -1 mod 4, a«oí f a«í/ j are oí/o", in which case

(0.3.3') c¿íV-4S^<£V2,        <>2,

where e = 0 or e = 1, and, finally,

(0.3.4) |("><7,K2;+i=0-

Moreover, as an algebra, the p-primary part of H*(G, Z) is generated by the

classes £2. «"^ £2+, /or j <dp.

We note that in the split case (i> ,#,) = #, , the relations read

(0.3. l.s) hjC2j = 0,

(0.3.2.S) 9jCxC2j = 0,

(0.3.4.S) 9&j+i=0,

and the relations

(0.3.3.S) 0/4C2; = 0' '>2>

are consequences of the other ones. In this case our theorem yields precisely

the dual of the additive structure of the homology of a split metacyclic group

given by Wall [46]. Another special case is t = 1 mod r so that G is abelian.

In this case we have

hj = r,    kj = {s,r),    q. = kj = {s,r),    v = f,    d=\,

and we obtain formulas for the well-known structure of the cohomology of a

finite abelian group with two generators.

In the above relations (0.3.3) there is an ambiguity at the prime 2 in case

t = -1 mod 4; however, we shall indicate in (8.27) below that the additive

structure is yet still completely determined in this case. Thus our result gives

in particular a complete description of the additive structure of the integral

cohomology of those metacyclic groups for which every prime is good. There

are of course many examples, and it is straightforward to decide whether or not

a prime is good for a given presentation of a metacyclic group.

We now explain how these results are obtained: In §2 we settle the cases in

which G has an abelian or split metacyclic p-Sylow subgroup. This can be done
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by Standard methods and Wall's [46] resolution. Thereafter it can be assumed

that the p-Sylow subgroup of G is neither abelian nor split metacyclic. In §3

we reproduce some number theory which came out of conversations with S.

Sperber. In §4 we introduce the classes Ç2 and £2 +1 and establish a number

of relations among them. The classes Ç2. have been constructed as Chern

classes of suitable complex representations in our paper [27]. In the present

paper, we construct the classes £2+1 by means of the transfer and the number

theory in §3. In §5 we exploit a suitable homological perturbation to compute

the characteristic classes introduced in our paper [26]. In general, these classes

yield a description of the first nonvanishing differential of the spectral sequence

of a group extension or, more generally, of the change of rings spectral sequence.

In §6 of the present paper we exploit the calculations of the characteristic classes

and, furthermore, the machinery in our earlier paper [26], thereby obtaining a

proof of the following.

Theorem 0.4. In the integral cohomology spectral sequence {E*'*{e, Z), dt) of

the group extension e the first {possibly) nontrivial differential

d,:Ek3>2j^Ek3+i'2j-\        k>0,j>l,

is zero for k = 2i, while for k = 2i + 1,

d3: E¡M'2j » Z/qj — Z/a,_, » EJ'+4>2j~2,        i > 0, ; > 1,

sends an appropriate generator to -v ~^q-^- times an appropriate generator.

We note that for degree reasons the differential d2 is zero and hence a"3 is

the first possibly nonzero differential. The calculation of the latter relies on the

number theory in §3. For example, the exact p-divisibility of the expression

AU,s,t)=j(l+tJ-l + ... + t{s-i)U-l))-(j-l)(l + tJ + -.- + t{s-l)j)

comes into play.

There is a notion of characteristic classes for group extensions due to Charlap

and Vasquez [10, 11]. These classes are defined only under strong additional

hypotheses, and they assume their values in suitable group cohomology groups.

Theorem 0.4 above shows that our notion of characteristic class really goes

beyond what is in the literature. For the differential d3 is nonzero if and only

if "t/t) is not divisible by a, . However, when the order s of K is odd, the

cup pairing

U: H2'+\K, H2jN)®h\k, Hom{H2jN, H2j'2N)) —» H2i+A(K, H2j~2N)

is zero for degree reasons, and so it is impossible to obtain the differential

d3:E¡'+U2j^E¡'+4'2j-2

by means of a characteristic class attaining its value in a group cohomology

group.
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In §6 we prove Theorem 0.4; we then give the structure of E4 in (6.9). Fur-

thermore, a comparison of the subalgebra of the cohomology algebra generated

by C2j and £2/+i w^h ^4 enaWes us to conclude that, at a good prime p, the

spectral sequence collapses from E4 and that the cohomology is as an algebra

generated by the classes £2 and £2+1, in fact by a suitable initial finite subset

thereof; details will be given in (6.11 )-(6.13). In §7 we analyze the restriction of

the spectral sequence to a suitable subgroup. In §8 we exploit the description of

this restriction to see by induction that the relations among our classes given in

(0.3) are indeed defining relations, and in this way the usual additive extension

problem is overcome. This will then complete the proof of Theorem 0.3, our

main result.

When r < s , at the prime p the spectral sequence will not collapse from

E4 unless / is divisible by r ; if the latter happens to be true, the p-Sylow

subgroup splits, and this case has been settled before. Finally, when t - 1 is

divisible by f , the presentation can be rewritten so that our approach is still

applicable. Indeed, we may assume that G is a p-group and that the numbers

r, s, and / are pth powers. We can then project G onto Z/(t-l) by sending

y to a generator and x to zero. The kernel of this projection is generated by

x and y'~ . When t - 1 is divisible by f = f

f-i     / f\ty       styy     = (yJ ) ' = x  ! ,

the kernel is cyclic, and we are in the situation of Theorem 0.3.

In the present paper we do not give the multiplicative structure apart from

the structure as a module over the cohomology of the quotient group K. We

intend to determine the ring structure elsewhere.

The integral homology of a split metacyclic group has been given by Wall

[46], and it is straightforward to dualize his description to obtain the additive

structure of the integral cohomology of such a group (cf. Thomas [44]). The

integral cohomology ring of a (necessarily split) metacyclic p-group of order p

for p odd has been given by Lewis [38]; more generally, Larson [36] computed

the integral cohomology ring of split metacyclic groups G which are extensions

of the form

0 -♦ Z/p"k —>G-*Z/p-+l,

where p is a prime and k is prime to p. The cohomology of the dihedral

group and quaternion group is classical (cf., e.g., Madsen-Milgram [40] and

Cartan-Eilenberg [8]). Further, Evens and Priddy [12] computed the integral

cohomology of semidihedral groups. In [1] Alzubaidy claims to have computed

the integral cohomology of any metacyclic p-group but a brief look at Wall's

results [46] shows that Alzubaidy's results cannot be correct; also it was pointed

out to me by Yagita that Alzubaidy's results are inconsistent with what is said

in Tezuka and Yagita [42].

Much of this work was done during a stay at the Institute for Advanced

Study. I should like to express my gratitude for its hospitality. I am indebted to
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S. Sperber for conversations about number theory and to the referee for some

comments which helped improve the exposition.

1. Perturbations and Wall resolutions

In this section we use "homological perturbation theory" to elaborate on a

resolution whose existence was first proved by Wall [46]; this resolution also

occurs in Lazard [37]. The interested reader may find more about homological

perturbation theory in [7, 9, 13-21, 24, 28, 30-35]. We shall feel free to use the

same material, notation, results, etc. as in §2 of [30], and we shall not repeat it.

As in the Introduction, G will be a metacyclic group, given by a presentation

(0.1), and we shall maintain the notation in the Introduction.

Let R be a commutative ring with 1, taken henceforth as ground ring. We

denote the divided polynomial algebra on a single generator u by T[u] and

the exterior algebra on a single generator v by A[v]. With this notation, the

standard small free resolutions for the kernel N and quotient K of e may be

written

M(N) = (T[u] <g> A[vv] ®RN,d) = m\n) ® . RN,

M(K) = (T[uJ ® A[tg ®RK,d) = m\k) ®d RK,

where m'(JV) = Y[uy] ® A[vy] and Mi(K) = T[ux\®A[vx\; details may be

found e.g., on p. 252 of Cartan-Eilenberg [8], where the resolution is writ-

ten XL and where the name divided polynomial algebra does not occur but its

structure is given explicitly. As in [30] we write a Wall resolution [46] of R in

the category of right i? (/-modules in the form

M{G) = {Ml{K)®u\N)®RG,d),    with   d = d° + dl+d2 + ••• ,

so that
0 ft

d    =M(K)®drtm9iRG     (=ldM>{K)®dMHN)®dRG)>

and so that, for I > 1, the operator d' lowers Serre filtration (i.e., the filtration

by (M"(Ar))-degree) by i ; for completeness we mention that dM>,N)lgl RG refers

to the differential on M(N) ®RN RG induced by the one on M(N). The oper-

ator d° is an RG-linear differential on M\K) ® Ms(./V) <g> RG ; it is vertical in

an obvious sense. It has become customary (see, e.g., [17, 24, 25, 30, 33-35])
1 7 0

to refer to the infinite series d = d +d H— as a perturbation of d ; see also

Remark 1.5 below for more comments about perturbation theory.

For intelligibility we recall that the property dd = 0 of the differential d =

d + d amounts to the sequence

(1.0.Í) d°di + dldi~l + --- + did° = 0,       i>0,

of indicated identities. Moreover, once the perturbation d has been obtained,

the obvious projection map is a morphism

g: M(G) - {m\k) ® m\n) ®RG,d)^ M(K) = (m\k) ® RK, d)
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of filtered chain complexes and is compatible with the obvious right /?G-module

structures. A standard spectral sequence comparison argument then shows that

the spectral sequence (£'*'*(M(G)), dj coming from the Serre filtration has

(Ex ,dx) = M(K). Consequently

M(G) = (M\K) ® M*(/V) ®RG,d)

is acyclic and hence its underlying chain complex is a free resolution of R in

the category of right .RG-modules.

Suitable terms dl and d for the split case (i.e., the case where / = 0)

have been given in Wall [46], and, as observed in [46], d° + dl +d2 is then

a differential on M(G). In general it is difficult to find explicit formulas for

the higher terms of the perturbation. For our purposes it will suffice to have

available only some of them. We now give the requisite information; here and

henceforth we shall write, for conciseness,

k—\ /—1
Xk= l+X-\-\-X       ,     yt=\+y -\-\-y      ,      etc.

By construction, we have

d°{7ß(ux)Yj(uy)) = (7lt(ux)(yj_l(uy))vy)yr,       j > 1,

¿°(^(«x)(y/«y))«y) = {y,(ux)y]{uy)){y - 1),        ; > 0,

d°(yß(ux)vx(7j(uy))) = -yß{ux)vx{{y}_x{uy))vy)yr,       J>°>

d°{7ß{ux)vx(yj(uy))vy) = -Yß{ux)vx{Yj{uy))(y - 1),        j > 0.

(1.1)

Let

(1.2)
i-i

dl(yli(ux)yj(uy)) = yfi_i(ux)vxyj(uy)(l + ((yt)Jx) + --- + ((yl)Jx)    ),

d\y„(ux)7j(uy)vy) = Vi(*OV,("A

x(\ + ((yt)J+1x) + --- + ((yt)j+1x)~l),

d\yß(ux)vxyJ(uy)) = yß(ux)yj(uy)((yt)jx-l),

d\yß{Mx)vxyj{uy)vy) = y^u^Yjiu^Vydy^x - 1),

d\yM(ux)yj(uy)) = -^^[(wjy/w^v/'

2 tu+l)s -1

d  (Yß(Ux)Yj(Uy)Vy) =-}-Vl("^i+I^'

d\yß(ux)vxyj(uy)) = ViWV/VVV'

2 tU+i)S - 1
d (yß(ux)vxyj(uy)vy) =-y^{ux)vxyj+x{uy),

d\yß{ux)vxyj{uy)) = -U+\){^^yß_x{ux)yJ+x{uy)y\yt)ix,

d\yß{ux)vxy]{uy)vy) = -(j + \){J-^lyß_x{Ux)y]+x{uy)vyyf{yt)i+xx.
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It is then straightforward to check that the identity (l.O.i) holds whenever it is

already defined. By Lemma 2.10 of [30], the construction of the perturbation

can always be completed, and we obtain a differential d on M(G) as desired.

We shall not need formulas for the remaining values of the operator d , nor

shall we need formulas for the higher terms of the perturbation. The above

formulas for the operators d , d , d have been obtained by means of an

appropriate perturbation theory. Space does permit us to give the details here

and we shall explain them elsewhere [28].

Remark 1.3. Inspection shows that, when / = 0 so that the extension e splits,

d +d +d is a differential on M(G). We have already pointed out that this

observation is due to Wall [46]. Likewise, when t = 1, G is abelian, and again
0 1 1

inspection shows that d + d + d   is a differential on M(G).

Remark 1.4. In the general case, let n : R —> M(jV) be the obvious map, choose

a section a : K —> G for the projection n: G —> K of the underlying sets so

that <t(1) = 1 and no — làK , write a : RK —> RG for the induced morphism

of .R-modules, and let

Vff = ldM,{K) ®t]®a: m\k) ® RK —► {M\k) ® m\N)) ® RG.

This is a section of g for the underlying graded ^-modules. Moreover, let sN

be a contracting homotopy of M (TV) so that

dsN + sNd = ne -IdM(JV),

and define a morphism

h : {m\k) ® M*(/V)) ® RG —* {M\K) 0 m\N)) ® RG

of graded modules of degree 1 by means of the formula

h{b 0 a 0 w) = (-1)  \b ®sN{a®w{an(w))~l)){an(w)),

where b e m\K) , a e M"( N), w eG. Then

(1.4.1) d°h + hd° = Vag-ld,        gh = 0.

If, in addition, sNn — 0 and 5^ has square zero, we also have

(1.4.2) hVa = 0,        hh = 0;

since the underlying graded abelian group of M(iV) is free abelian, such an sN

exists, as is well known. The data

(Af(G) ^=^M{K),h)

then constitute an RG-module contraction in the sense of [24] (see also §2

of [30]). In particular, when we combine h with a contracting homotopy for

M{K) we obtain a contracting homotopy for M(G), and we see once again that

M(G) is acyclic.
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Remark 1.5. The problem we are faced with in the present section is that of

constructing a differential on the "bigger" object (M\K) ®m\N)) ®RG (where

M{K) is the "smaller" one). A solution of this problem (or a partial one as

above) could hence be referred to as a blowing up construction; blowing up

constructions occur also in [18, 20, 24, 28, 30, 32, 33, 34]. The papers [13-17,

19,21,35] deal with a different kind of problem which might be called a blowing

down construction (see, in particular, [17]); to our knowledge, such a blowing

down construction occurs first in [7]. It is also used in [9, 24, 31, 33, 34].

2. The cohomology in a number of special cases

As before let G be a metacyclic group, given by a presentation (0.1), with

corresponding group extension e (cf. (0.2)). In the present section we give a

description of the additive structure of the cohomology of G in a number of

special cases. Later in the paper we shall reduce the calculation of cohomology

in the general case to one of these special cases.

For completeness, we begin with a split metacyclic group G ; this is one so

that the extension e splits. In this case, after having rechosen the generator

x suitably (if necessary) we may assume that / = 0, and we shall henceforth

do so. We have already observed that the formulas (1.1) and (1.2) then yield

a differential d = d + d + d on M(G). We now consider the reduced dual

object

M(G)* = HomÄG(M(G), R) = Hom(M(G) ®RG R, R).

By construction, as an induced P[cx]-module, M(G)* may be written

M(G)* = P[cx] ® A[cox] 0 P[cy] 0 A[œy].

To describe its differential explicitly, we write cox , co , cx , c for the duals in

the graded sense of, respectively, vr , i; , ur, w„ in the basis of monomials.
x        y        x        y

Henceforth we use the Eilenberg-Koszul convention to the effect that, for ex-

ample, (œxœy)(vxvy) --I,  and that the coboundary dc of a cochain c is

given by the formula d{c) = (-l)'c|+1ca\ With this convention, as morphisms

of graded P[cx]-modules, the operators d0, dx, d2 are given by the formulas

indicated in the following table:

d0 dx d2

c' 0 -(tJ-l)(OCj +!^lc ^'"'ffl
y v >    x y '     r      x y        y

cJyœy rcJy+l -(tJ+i - l)ûy>„ 0

'x y v v    ' ■   v- /       >~x y r      x    x y        y

™xCyUy     -™xCy+l     +V + (t**) + - + tf+^K&y °

It is clear that M(G)* is filtered by (M*(^))-degree, and that the resulting

spectral sequence is just the spectral sequence {E*'*(e, R), dt) of the group

extension e. We now take R to be the integers Z. In order to write down the

graded group E2 we remind the reader that, for j > 0, the numbers h , k., q.
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have been defined in the Introduction. With this notation it is clear that the

integral cohomology spectral sequence has

(2.1)

E°2'2j     =j-cJyZ/r                          ~Z/hj, ;>1;

Eli,2i    =T/xcJyZ/kj                     =z/4j> i>UJ>0;
E¡''2j+l = 0 = E2i+U0 = E¡l+l'2j+l, i > 0, ; > 0;

E2~ 1,2> = f-4_I Vx&lhj               = z/"j. » > 1, ; > i.

For later reference we record that, with the notation adjusted appropriately,

this description of E2 is valid for any extension of the kind (0.2), that is, for

any extension of a finite cyclic group by a finite cyclic group. Moreover, in

view of what was said above about the differential in M(G)*, in the split case

the spectral sequence has E2 = E^ . The graded group E2 can of course be

computed directly as the cohomology of the cyclic group K with respect to the

induced action on H*(/V, Z).

Still examining the split case, for j > 1, we now consider the following

cochains, where subscripts indicate degrees:

/i i\ y r     j        t    — \ ;-l
(2-2) ^2J = Ycy--fr(0-cy   *V

j j

(2-3) Zv+i = -j-ax<i-k. Cx°y wy

Inspection shows that

(2.4) (dQ + dx+d2)(cJy-icoy) = hJC2j,

(d0 + dx+d2)(cJy) = -K—yl^^j+(2.5) i»oT"iT,,2AV" r       s2;+i

(2.6) (d0 + dx + d2)((tixc]-Xcoy) = -kj42j+x,

,       (l + (tJ) + --- + (tJf    )h,
(2.7) (d0 + dx+ d2)(œxcJ) =-LJ-—L2-Lcr   .

The additive structure of the homology of a split metacyclic group is due

to Wall [46] and has been known for a while, and the additive structure of

the cohomology of such a group is obtained from that of its homology in the

standard way. We therefore label the following result as a proposition.

Proposition 2.8. In the split case the cochains Ç2J and £2 +1 are cocycles, and

as a graded module over the cohomology ring H*(Z/s, Z) of the quotient group

Z/s, the integral cohomology H*(G,Z) is generated by (the classes of) C,2j and
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•»2/+1 ' subject to the relations

(2.9) hjÇ2J = 0,

(2.10) 9jCxC2j = 0,

(2.11) «A+i=o.

In particular, there is no additive extension problem from E^ = E2 to H*(G, Z).

Finally, as a ring, the integral cohomology H*(G, Z) is generated by (the classes

of) C2j and ti2j+x for j <s.

Proof. It is clear that Ç2j and £2.+1 are cocycles, and (2.4)-(2.7) imply that

the relations (2.9)—(2.11) hold. A brief look at the description of E2 of the

spectral sequence given above shows at once that these are defining relations

and that there is in fact no additive extension problem. Finally, the multi-

plicative structure of the spectral sequence implies that, as a ring, the integral

cohomology H*(G, Z) is generated by (the classes of) Ç2, and £2,+1 for j < s

as asserted.   D

Remark 2.12. The argument given by Wall [46] for the computation of the

homology of G avoids the explicit construction of cycles. Here is its counterpart

for cohomology: Inspection shows that the object M(G)* decomposes as a

direct sum

M(G)* = (P[cJ 0 A[cox], d) e 0 (P[<g 0 A[cox] ® {Z(¿-lcoy) © Z{¿y)), d)
j>\

of filtered chain complexes. Since in each dimension the homology of each

summand is at most a cyclic group, there is no additive extension problem for

each summand, whence there is no additive extension problem from Eœ = E2

to H*(G,Z).
Let now G be an arbitrary metacyclic group, given by a presentation (0.1).

Our next aim is to compute the cohomology of G at the primes p so that the

restriction of e to the p-Sylow subgroup of K splits; under such circumstances

we shall occasionally say that e splits at p .

Let p be a prime dividing r and 5 . We shall write

(2.13) eP:i^N^Gp^Kp^i

for the restriction of the extension e to the /7-primary part K of K, and we

shall denote by

TCTG:H*(Gp,Z) — H*(G,Z)

the corresponding transfer. If the extension e'' splits we denote, for ; > 1,

the generators of H*(Gp, Z)  given in (2.7) above by C2; £ H2;(Gp, Z)  and

¿;2 +1 e H J+l(G , Z) ; under such circumstances we shall write

C2; - \lG(Q € K2J(G, Z),        ¿2,+ 1 = t0 î0«k+1) e H2j+\G, Z).
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We now phrase the property that the extension ep splits in terms of the nu-

merical parameters r, s, t, f. To this end, we consider the second cohomology

group H2(K ,N) of K = (x ; Xs) 2 Z/s with coefficients in N=(y; y) s Z/r

with respect to the action of K on N coming from conjugation in G. Since

this action is given by xy = y',  it is clear that H (K, N) is the homology of

Z/r   l+t+-+r , Z/r -^ z/r,

whence

(2.14)
B z/ /(,-l,r)(l + r + ... + r',rA =

Since i/ = /modr, the number / may be written /= v it_\ r\,   and v

modulo a, is precisely the class of the extension e in H (K, N). Notice

in particular that, as far as the parameter / is concerned, in the above pre-

sentation it suffices to restrict attention to the numbers v so that v divides

^ _ (t-i,r)(i+t+-+f-',r)    For these matterSj see also Tv.2.8 of Beyl-Tappe [5].

For a prime p and an arbitrary number m we shall henceforth denote the

p-primary part of m by m   so that m = mm  with m   prime to p .

Theorem 2.15. Let G - G(r, s, t, f) bean arbitrary metacyclic group with cor-

responding group extension e, and let p be a prime so that v = 0 mod (a, ) .

Then at p the homology and cohomology spectral sequences collapse from E

and E2 respectively, and there is no additive extension problem from E^ = E2

to the p-primary part H*(G, Z) of H*(G, Z). Furthermore, as a graded mod-

ule over the cohomology ring H* (Z/s, Z) of the quotient group Z/s, at p the

integral cohomology H*(G, Z) is generated by Ç2j and Ç2j+X, subject to the

relations

(2.16) ¥2, = °'

(2.17) QjCxC2j = 0,

(2.18) i^+1=0.

Proof. It is clear that v = 0 mod (qx ) if and only if the restriction map into

H (K , N) is zero, i.e., if and only if the extension e'' splits. By Proposition

2.8 the cohomology spectral sequence (E*'*(ep , Z), d¡) of the latter collapses

from E2. Since the index of K in K is prime to p , the standard argument

shows that the restriction map

H*(K,H*(N, Z))p — H*(Kp,H\N, Z))

is injective. Hence at p higher differentials in the spectral sequence of e are

detected in the spectral sequence of ^ which has no higher differentials. Con-

sequently at p the spectral sequence (E*'*(e, Z), dt) has E2 = E^ .
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To complete the proof, let /0 be the order of t modulo p, i.e., the smallest

integer j so that tJ = 1 mod p. It is clear that the numbers h¡ and q   are

prime to p unless j is a multiple of j0 . Hence at p the group E*^ J(e,Z) is

nonzero only if j is a multiple of j0 . Further, it is clear that at p the transfer

tvr:^V,Z) —^,,V(e,Z)

is trivial if j is not divisible by j0, and a little thought reveals that at p this

transfer is an isomorphism if j is divisible by /0. It follows that, as a graded

module over the cohomology ring H*(Z/s, Z) of the quotient group Z/s , at p

the integral cohomology H*(G, Z) has the asserted structure. Notice that the

relations (2.16)—(2.18) have real content only if j is divisible by j0 .   □

Remark 2.19. It is clear that for any prime p relatively prime to the order qx

of H (K, N) the hypothesis of the theorem is satisfied, whatever v .

Remark 2.20. It is also clear that, with a notation introduced in (2.14), an

arbitrary metacyclic group G fits into an extension

(2.21) !_»(?,—►<? — */*, —1,

where the order of the quotient K/K   is prime to p.   Hence at p the co-

homology of G consists precisely of the invariants of the cohomology of G

under the induced action. The above argument yields among others an explicit

calculation of these invariants in the case where the extension ep splits.

Our next special case is that of an abelian metacyclic group G, given by a

presentation (0.1) with 1=1. We shall need an explicit description of the

cohomology of G in terms of the generators in (0.1).

It is clear that, after having rechosen the generators x and y suitably (if

necessary), we may assume that the number f is nonzero and divides r and 5 ;

in particular, in this description the extension e splits if and only if / = (r, s).

Then G may be written as a direct product of two cyclic groups generated by

x = x and y = x~ f y of order s = j and / respectively; if / = 1 the

second factor is of course trivial but this is of no account for what will be said

below. Following the recipe in Cartan-Eilenberg [8], we can compute from this

the integral cohomology ring of G as follows:

Using a notation explained in the previous subsection, over an arbitrary

ground ring R we may write the standard small free resolutions M(Z/s') and

M(Z//) for Z/s   and Z// in the form

M(Z/j') = M»(Z/s') ®d R(Z/s),        M(Z/f) = u\z/f) ®d R(Z/f),

respectively, where

Mt(Z/s') = r[ux,]®A[vx,],        Mi(Z/f) = r[uy,]®A[vyl],

and it is clear that their tensor product

M(G) = M(Z/s')0M(Z//)
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is a free resolution for G. Furthermore, it is well known that the diagonal

map A given in Cartan-Eilenberg [8] turns M(Z//) and M(Z/f) into (non-

cocommutative) differential graded coalgebras, and the tensor product structure

turns M(G) into a differential graded coalgebra. This implies that, as a graded

algebra, the reduced dual object

M(G)* = HomÄG(M(G), R) = Hom(M(G) ®RG R, R)

is generated by the duals œ>, w-, c,, c< in the graded sense of, respectively,
x y x        y

y,, Vi, Ui, Ut in the basis of monomials; moreover, the generators commute
x y X y

in the graded sense, save that the squares of the odd degree generators are non-

zero and given by

2   _ s'(s'-\)                        2   _ f(f-l)       .
COxi - 2-Cx' ' Wy' - -2- y' '

finally, the differential d on M(G)* is given by

d(coxi) = s'cx,,    d(cxi) = 0,    d(toy,) = fcy,,    d(cy,) = 0.

Then it is clear that

^ = jCxiO)yi-OixtCy,

is a cocycle, and the following is immediate:

Proposition 2.22. Let G = G(r, s, t, f) be an abelian metacyclic group, and

assume without loss of generality that t = 1 and f = (r, s, f). Then the

integral cohomology algebra H*(G, Z) of G is as an algebra generated by (the

classes of) cx>, c ,, and £3, subject to the relations

(2.23) s'cx,=0,    fcyl=0,    /¿3 = 0,    S\ = S{S~l)cx,c2y,.

Notice that £3 is nonzero only if s is even; it is of course well known that

this must be so for formal reasons.

For our purposes it will be convenient to reinterpret the description of the

integral cohomology algebra H*(G, Z) of an abelian metacyclic group G in

terms of the old generators x and y :

A straightforward calculation shows that

infKlG(Cx) = V +  r-fCx' >

where cx e H (K, Z) denotes the obvious generator. Hence, if we write c =

cx< and cx = c , + hcx<, as an algebra over H*(K, Z) = P[cx]/scx , the integral

cohomology of G is generated by cy and <^3, subject to the relations

rsm_l)

(2.24) re  =fcx,    /i3 = 0,    {J = ~J
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Furthermore, it is clear that resGiN(c ) = c e H (N ,Z) with an abuse of the

notation cy .

We now return to an arbitrary metacyclic group G, given by a presentation

(0.1). Our final aim in this section is to examine the cohomology of G at a

prime p so that its p-Sylow subgroup is abelian. We proceed as follows:
h   f 9

Recall that v = -f- modulo qx is the class of e in H (K, N).

Proposition 2.25. If p is a prime so that v ^ 0 mod (qx ) , then t = 1 mod p,

and p divides r and s, too.

Notice that v ^ 0 mod (qx)   if and only if / ^ 0 mod (kx)   = (r, s) .

h k 2
Proof of 2.25. Recall that the number qx = -^ is the order of H (K, N). It is

clear that the hypothesis implies that p divides a,. Now this, in turn, implies

that p divides t - 1 as well; in fact, if p did not divide / - 1, the p-primary

part of

kx = (l + t + --- + r\r)=(j^-,r^

would coincide with that of r since by hypothesis ts = 1 mod r and p would
it— 1  r)k

not divide the number a, = *—f-J-L.   D

For a prime p we shall denote the p-Sylow subgroup of G by G(p) (but

note that we write G   for the preimage in G of the p-Sylow subgroup K   of

K).

Lemma 2.26. For a prime p so that v ^ 0 mod (a,) , the restriction map, re-

stricted to the p-primary part H*(G, Z)    of H*(G, Z), is an isomorphism

res:H*(G,Z)p^H*(G(p),Z).

Proof. We have already observed (cf. (2.21) above) that the restriction map

identifies H*(G, Z)p with the invariants H*(Gp, Z)K/K> with respect to the

induced action coming from conjugation in G. However, since t = 1 mod p,

conjugation in G boils down to inner automorphisms in G whence K/K acts

trivially on H*(G, Z) . Finally, since N may be written as a direct product

iV = N(p) x N', where the order of N1 is prime to p , the group G maps

onto its p-Sylow subgroup in such a way that the restriction to this p-Sylow

subgroup is the identity map. This implies at once that the indicated restriction

map is an isomorphism.   D

Hence we conclude at once the following.

Theorem 2.27. Let p be a prime p so that v ^ 0 mod (a, ) and t = 1 mod rp .

Then the p-Sylow subgroup G(p) of G is a nonsplit abelian metacyclic group,

and the restriction map res: H*(G , Z) —> H*(G(/?), Z) is an isomorphism at

p. In particular, at p the structure of H*(G, Z) is given by (2.22).
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3. Some number theory

In the present section we give some number theory that will be needed later

in the paper. For a prime p and a number m we shall denote the p-part of m

by m   so that m = m m  with m  prime to p .

Let p be a prime and let G be a metacyclic p-group given by a presentation

of the kind (0.1) so that in particular the numbers r and 5 are pth powers.

Since a cyclic group of order p does not have a nontrivial automorphism of

order p, we must have t = 1 mod p. We shall denote the order of t modulo

r by d, and we shall refer to the case where p is odd or p = 2 and t = 1

mod 4 as the typical case and to the case where p = 2 and t = -1 mod 4 as

the exceptional case. As before, we denote the corresponding group extension

by e^ , where v = ■^'~1'^ .

Lemma 3.1. (1) In the typical case, for any j > 1, (tJ - 1)  = (j(t - 1)) .

(2) In the exceptional case, for j odd,  (t} - 1)2 = 2,   while for j even,

(tj-l)2 = (j(t+\))2.

For a proof see, e.g., Lemma 2.3 in Huebschmann [27].   We mention in
, 2

passing that the lemma implies that in the typical case s > p   unless G is

abelian, i.e., unless the order d of t modulo r is  1.   In fact, since qx  is

divisible by p so is '-^-. However, since t = 1 mod p, in view of the lemma

the p-primary parts of '-^-  and s-^~^-  coincide; hence the ^-divisibility of

Lf1 implies that s = p only if t - 1 is divisible by r, i.e., only if d = 1. On

the other hand, in the exceptional case it may well happen that 5 = 2 while the

2-Sylow subgroup of G is nonabelian.

The lemma entails (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) below:

Corollary 3.2. (I) In the typical case, d = r/h. and, for j > 1,

hj = hx(j,d),        kj = (r,s),

hx(r,s) (r,s)    .
Qj = -^— U,d)= ^—j-1 (j,d) = qx(j, d).

(2) In the exceptional case, d = ,   / /2), and for j > 1,

{

if j is even,

if j is odd,

if j is even,

if j is odd,

if j is odd,

Ü, d),        ifj is even.

Details of the calculation of d are given in §3 of [27]; the other statements

are immediate.   G
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Addendum. In the exceptional case a nonsplit extension occurs only if the number

^j^- is even. Furthermore, for j odd the number k- then coincides with r.

Proof. In fact, the order qx = (s-^, 2) of H2(K, N) is then greater than 1

if and only if the number ^r^ is even. Furthermore, if this happens to be the

case, for j odd, we have

Let G' be the subgroup of G generated by y and x  = x"

metacyclic, the obvious presentation being given by

G1 = G(r,s ,t',f) = {x,y; y =\, x

where s = s/p and t' = f .

Corollary 3.3. In the typical case, for j > 1,

ph:,    if j is not divisible by d,

h-,      if j is divisible by d,

ki
— ,    ifr> s,

x yx

It is again

■■?).

A-

kJ =

Q} = {

Qj,

ifr < s,

ifr > s and j ^ 0 mod d or ifr < s and j = 0 mod d,

P
ifr>s and j is divisible by d,

ifr<s and j is not divisible by d.

In particular, if d > 1, i.e., if G is nonabelian,

ifr > s,

<qx,    ifr<s,

and v' —pv.
i A' f n h    f h    f

Proof. As an example, we compute v = -f- = —f- = p -f- = pv. The proof

of the other statements is left to the reader.   D

Corollary 3.4. In the exceptional case, if j is odd,

[pa.

i=(<+i,£)*,- i

*;-
(s,2r)

(j(i+l),2rp

s(t+l)2

t+\)2hj,    ift + 1 ̂  0 mod r,

h,, ift+\= Omod r,

kj,    ifr>s,

ifr < s,

k      ,   (ií!±ü,2)r

kr

*J r

while if j is even,
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,      f 2/z ,    ifj(t+\)is not divisible by r,
h¡ = {     '

{ bj,     ifj(t+l)is divisible by r,

K =
k,

ifr > s,

ai

In particular,

kj,    ifr<s,

ifr > s and j(t + 1) ̂  0 mod r,

QJL

2 '

2qr

Q\ =

ifr > s and j(t + 1) = 0 mod r,

ifr < s and j(t + 1) ̂  0 mod r,

ifr < s and j(t + 1) = 0 mod r.

ifr = (t+\)2s,

2>2,    ifr<(t+l)2s,

and

,'=(<+>,0, 0 mod q\,    ifr > s,
v =

'  -j mod q'x    otherwise.

Proof. As an example, we compute again

tij       (t+\,L)hxf

r

hj
(•♦'■i)¥-(«+'.i)'-5"

If r > s, the number (t + 1, j) is divisible by o¡ = (^—^-, |), whence v = 0

mod Çj as asserted. Likewise, ifr<s, fy = (t+l, ¿), whence v = 0 mod ^>

as asserted. The proof of the other statements is again left to the reader.   D

4. The construction of generators

We now return to an arbitrary metacyclic group G given by a presentation of

the kind (0.1 ), and as before we write eu for the corresponding group extension.

In the present section we construct cohomology classes in H*(G, Z) at a prime

p so that neither the p-Sylow subgroup of G is abelian nor the restriction of

e to the p-Sylow subgroup K   of K splits.

For a prime p and a number m , as before we denote by m the p-primary

part of m . We now define the number ord (m) by

ord„(m)
mp=p   p' '.

We also recall that, in the standard way, from the cohomology of the extension

e the cohomology ring H*(G, Z) inherits a filtration which is natural in e and,

for n > 1, may be written,

(4.1)     H"(G, Z) = H°'"(e) D H1,n_1(e) D ■■■ D H"'°(e) = mf(Hn(K, Z));

as usual, we shall refer to elements in H''" '(e) as having filtration i.
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We now pick a prime p so that v ^ 0 mod (qx ) and concentrate henceforth

at this single prime. In view of Lemma 2.26 we may assume that G is a meta-

cyclic p-group, and we shall do so until the end of this section. The significance

of this assumption is that it will simplify the exposition somewhat. As before

we shall denote the order of / modulo r - r by d. It is clear that d > 1

if and only if t ^ 1 mod r , i.e., if and only if G is nonabelian. As in the

previous section, let G' be the subgroup of G generated by y and x = xp,

and let

(4.2) 1 JV -^K' 1

be the corresponding group extension, where K' = (x ; x's = 1).   Then the

injection maps i : G' —► G and i : K1 —► K yield a morphism

(4.3) (Id, i, ¡):e

of extensions. It is clear that if d > 1, the order d' of t' modulo r is given

by d = pd',  and if we iterate this procedure ord (d) times, we arrive at the

subgroup G of G generated by y and x = x  . This group is abelian and

metacyclic, the obvious presentation being given by

(4.4) G = G(r,s,t, f) = (x,y; y=\, x =yf, xyx~x=y),

where 5 = s/d and t = t , and it fits into the group extension

(4.5) ë:l^N^G-^K->l,

where K = (x ; Xs = 1). Further, the injection maps yield a series

-    (Id.i.O
(4.6)

(Id,i,¡)      ii    (Id,1,1)      /    (Id, i,i)
-> e   -> e -> e

of morphisms of extensions.

Our next aim is to construct cohomology classes for G. To this end we

reproduce briefly the construction of the unitary representation a: G —► U(d)

given in Huebschmann [27]: Pick a primitive complex rth root of unity z and,

furthermore, a primitive complex root of unity zx of the appropriate order so

that zsx = zfy. Let

a(y) =

zy    0    0

0    zy   0

0     0    0

0

0

0
4-\

eU(d),.
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a(x)

*x   0
0    0

0

eU(d).

x   o   o

It is not hard to see that this yields indeed a unitary representation

a: G—+ U(d);

details may be found in [27]. For 1 < j < d , we write cAa) e H J(G, Z)

for the jth Chern class of a. Accordingly, we write zx, = zx , zx = zx ,

and we denote the corresponding unitary representations of G' and G by

a: G' —> U(d') and à: G —► U(d), respectively.

We now write cx , £2 = cy , and £3 for the corresponding generators given

in §2 and recall that, by virtue of (2.22), as an algebra, the integral cohomology

H*(G, Z) is generated by these classes subject to the relations

rÇ2 = (r,s,f)cx,    scx = 0,

(4.7)
\>, t>

(r,5,/K3 = 0,    f
2     s\s-\)

C ¿ + l\
2      ^\* ' \(r,f,s

spelled out as (2.24), where s = Tjrj^Tj ■ Notice that in this case

hj = r,     0 = f,     (qx,v) = (r,s,f).

For ; > 1, let

(4.8) i2j+x = %-% € H2J+1(G, Z),        C2j = Ci e H2j(G, Z).

Then it is clear that, as a graded module over the cohomology ring H*(AÍ, Z) of

the quotient group K = Z/s, the integral cohomology H*(G, Z) is generated

by the classes Ç2j and Ç2J+X.

We now carry out our construction of cohomology classes for G. As before

we shall denote the transfer in group cohomology from a subgroup H of G by

T//îG . .We begin with the construction of odd degree generators in the typical

case:

If f'< s = s2 , for 1 < j < d, let

(4.9)
2j+\,<^+i = WWeH   (G'z)-

However, if f > s = ^, tracing (4.6) backwards we will encounter a split

extension e     before we reach è, and we proceed otherwise; we shall comment

on this in (4.20) below: Let

(4.10) O = -r =
fp      {v , qx) (r, s) '
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and let Ga be the subgroup of G generated by y and xa = xa. It is still

metacyclic, the obvious presentation being given by

(4.11) Ga = G(r,fp,f,f) = (xa,y, /=1, *£=/, xayX;1 = y'°),

and it fits into the group extension

(4.12) ::l-+N-G.-*+K,-+l,

where Kg is the subgroup of K generated by xa . Furthermore, it is clear that

the order dg of f modulo r is given by d — ada, and by hypothesis da > 1.

By construction it is clear that the extension ea splits. In fact, write

(1 + (ta) + ■■■ + {f)f'~X ,r) = U(l + (f) + ■■■ + (t")f'~l) + Vr;

then xgy~ví,íp e Ga has exact order f . For 1 < j < d, we now take

(4.13.t) t2j+x=rGJG((Z2j+x)g)eH2j+l(G,Z),

where the classes (i2j+\)a re^er t0 tne corresponding generators given in (2.8).

In the exceptional case, we observe first that, since t' = t2 = 1 mod 4,

the restricted case e' is typical; hence we may assume that classes

4+1€H2y+1(G')Z)

have already been constructed. For 1 < j' < d, we then take

(4.13.e) i2.+1=TG-TG(4.+1)GH^+1(G,Z).

We record that, by construction, for 1 <j <d,

(4.14) resGiG<(<W = 0 +* + " ■ + xP~%j+v

The construction of the even degree classes is more complicated and pro-

ceeds by induction as follows: Consider the extension (4.1 ) labelled e above,

and suppose by induction that classes Ç'2j € H J(G', Z) have already been con-

structed. The induction starts at G. For 1 < j < d, let

(4.15) Ç2j = TG,1G(Ç2j)€H2j(G,Z),

unless we are in the exceptional case with j odd; then it is clear that

(4.16) resGiG,(C2y) = (1 +x + ■ • ■ + xp~l)Ç2j.

In the exceptional case with j odd we proceed as follows: Recall that the

modulo 2 Bockstein exact sequence looks like

-► H2>~'(G, Z/2) -^ H2;'(G) -» H2;'(G) -» H2j'(G, Z/2) -♦ • •• .

We recall from Theorem E in our earlier paper [30] that the modulo 2 coho-

mology of G is as an algebra generated by classes a>x , Cx , a>x, S3, C4 , the
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degrees of which are indicated by their subscripts; we have chosen capital let-

ters to avoid conflict with the notation in the present paper. For j odd and

1 < j < d we now take

(4.17) i;2j = ß(coxCS)eH2j(G);

by construction it is then clear that £2 has at most order 2 and inspection of

the commutative diagram

then shows that

H2J~\N,Z/2) —£-» H2;(A0

H2j_1(G,Z/2) —£—> H2;'(G)

res(C2j) = yr

In particular, Ç2   has exact order 2.

Next, returning to the general case, in dimension 2a" we take

(4.18) C2d = rbc2d(a)GH2d(G,Z),

where t     is defined by the requirement that t = t      2     ; this makes sense

since the latter is a unit modulo p.   By Corollary 4.5 of [27] we then have

resG|G'(^) = ^' whence

(4.19) WO=PCM.

Finally, if j > d, write j = kd + i, 0 < i < d, and let

£      =U2âli2d+leH2j+l(G,Z),    if/ = 0,

(4.20) 2j+l     j CÎA+i 6 K2J+1 (G >z)>        if ' > 0-

C2, = &C2,eH2J(G,Z).

By construction the classes C2, and ¿2 +1 have filtration 0 and 1 respectively.

For later reference we record the following:

Proposition 4.21. (1) For j > 1, resGiG,(Ç2j+X ) = (1 +x + ••• + xP_1)£2;+i-

(2) For ;>1, Vtc(^+1) =4+1.
(3) In the typical case, for j > 1,

resGj.c'(C2j) - ( 1 + x H-h xp    )£2.,    whenever j is not divisible by d,

while KsGlG,(C2jd) = C'2jd.

(4) In the exceptional case, for j even,

resGiG'(<'2;) = 0 + X)C2¡ '     whenever j(t +1) is not divisible by r,

while resGiG/(C2-) = £2;- ifj(t+l) is divisible by r.
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(5) In the exceptional case, for j odd, the class Ç2j has exact order 2.

Finally we spell out some useful information about the integral cohomology

spectral sequence E*'*(e,d) of the group extension e which may be deduced

from the above construction of generators. The notation will be the same as

that in (2.1); we remind the reader that (2.1) gives E2 in the general case.

Proposition 4.22. (1) For j > 1, the class resG, N(C2¡) coincides with c2J = yCj,

perhaps up to a unit at p. Consequently in the cohomology spectral sequence

E*'*(e,d), the graded group £^ven'even consists of infinite cycles only.

(2) For p. > 2, the groups E° 'even inject into the groups E° 'even (rather

than into a quotient thereof).

(3) Under the combined map

(4.23) H1,27'(G, Z) ^^2;(e, Z) -+e\'2]

of this injection with the obvious surjection H ' J(G, Z) —► E^ J(e, Z) the

classes Ç2j+X are mapped to

In particular, the latter are infinite cycles.

Notice that in the exceptional case qx = 2, (v, qx ) = 1, and that in view

of (2.1), for j odd, the above says that the classes ¿;2 +1 are mapped to 0 €
El2'2j = Ul(K,H2j(N,Z)).

Proof. Repeated application of the relevant statements in (4.21) (involving the

classes C2, ) and (3.1) shows that, for j > 1, the class resGiAr(Ç2) coincides

with c2j - y ci, perhaps up to a unit at p . Hence, in view of the multiplicative

structure, a formal spectral sequence argument shows at once that £^ven'even

consists of infinite cycles only. This establishes (1). Likewise, since (1) has

already been verified, a formal argument shows that, for p. > 2, the groups

E°    even inject into the groups E°   'even , whence (2) holds.

We verify statement (3) by induction. We observe first that, by construction,

for ; > 1,

£>,_■_! = -,—::—ftwvc1 + terms of higher filtration.
¿j+1    (r,s, f) x y

Now à, = (r, s) = kj and (i>, qx) = (r, s, f), whence indeed

q       f       j
&.-.1.1 = ,--<, -wyc, + terms of higher filtration.

2j+i      (v,qx)k}   xy

Likewise, leaving aside the exceptional case for the moment, assume that f >

s = 2 > and consider the above split extension ea , where a — j-. The corre-

sponding classes (£2,+1)CT have been defined by means of (2.3), from which we

deduce the requisite statement right away. Hence the induction starts.
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Still being in the typical case, we now assume that under the corresponding

morphism (4.23') (where " ' " refers to the morphism (4.23) for the extension

e' ) the classes £2 +1 are mapped to

-ß^^r <ox,cJy € e\'2}{*, Z) = Hl(K',H2j(N, Z)).

This implies that, for 1 < j < d, under (4.23) the class ¿;2 +1 = Víg^L+i)

goes to

(¿74f*'T* (¿«V<¿) € E¡'2j(e, Z) = H1^, H2J(N, Z)).

To compute this class in terms of the undashed data, we observe first that, in

view of (3.3),

^',Q[)k'j
= <

rp

(pv,qx) kj

pq.

, if r > s

■,  if r < 5 (v,Q\) kj'
I (pv,pqx)kj

Furthermore, a calculation on the Ex -level shows that

Vî*K'ci) = °>xc>y e £i1,27(e> z).

For completeness we reproduce it here: Take

E*x'2j(e, Z) = HomK,(M(K),H2j(N, Z)),

E*,2j(e, Z) = HomK(M(K), H2J(N, Z)),

and let
Q: M(K)X = ZK —» H2j'(A^, Z)

be the cochain which sends 1 to 1 and is zero on the other generators of ZK

as an abelian group. Then a>xl and a>x may be written

cox, = (1 +x' + --- + x's    )Q,        cox = (1 + jc + • • • + jc* ')Q,

whence

0)^ = (!+* + ••• +Je" ')«,• = VT*K')

Hence Ç2 +1 behaves as asserted.

In the exceptional case, the restricted case e is typical, as we have already

seen. Assume first that r > s ; in view of (3.4) the extension e' then splits, and

under (4.23') the class £2 +1 goes to

povcj e El2'2j(e',Z) = Hl(K',H2j(N, Z)).

However, a, = 2 and, in view of (3.4),

r      j qx f-,     if ; is even,

kj     \qxLs,      if j is odd,
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whence, for 1 < j < d, under (4.23) the class £2+1 = tG'Tg(^2;+i) 8oes t0

VîJC U Y^yj = «1 Y"xcÍy G E22l^> Z) = H'(*' ^(N, Z)) ,

if j is even, and to

Vtx (<?> J wX) = 0i ;«,<> € *!'V Z) = h'(* , H2;'(iV, Z))
otherwise; however, the latter is zero in view of the description of E2 given in

(2.1). Finally, we assume that r < s. Since the restricted case e' is typical,

by virtue of what has already been proved, under (4.23') the classes £2+1 are

mapped to

-ßL-'co^ g E2U2j(e',Z) = Hl(K',H2j(N, Z)).

(y , qx ) Kj

However, qx = 2 and, in view of (3.4),

q[      r      (r,s)       a,        r_

(i/'.íí)*;     ¿  (í+i,$)*¡

whence, for 1 < j < d, under (4.23) the class t\2 ,+1 = fG'TG(i2 +1) goes to

VTJr(ff, wx^) = <7, w^ e El2'V(e, Z) = H1^, H2;'(^V, Z)).

For /' odd, in view of the description of E2 given in (2.1) the latter is zero,

while for j even, in view of (3.2), fc. = (r, s) = r, whence qx — qx £■.

Finally, an argument involving the multiplicative structure completes the

proof. We leave the details to the reader.   D

Remark 4.24. If f > s = |, we cannot recover the infinite cycles

j^L^eE^ = n\K,n2\N,z))

by means of the transfer from the cohomology of the subgroup G (given by

(4.4) above). This explains why under these circumstances we constructed the

classes <¡f2+1 by means of the transfer from the cohomology of the subgroup Gg

(given by (4.11) above). On the other hand, still in the situation where fp> s,

we have, up to a unit,

xG^ß2j) = (Í2A - if J & Omod/7,

unless p = 2, r > 2, I = -1 mod r, and j is odd, r~    (Ç2p) = p(Ç2p)g , etc.

Remark 4.25. In Theorem B of [27] we proved that ^ven'even consists of infi-

nite cycles only by an argument different from the one given above.

5. Characteristic classes

In this section we compute certain characteristic classes introduced in [26].

Under the present circumstances these classes govern the first nonzero differen-

tials in the integral homology and cohomology spectral sequences of the group
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extension (0.2). In (5.1) some preliminaries will be given. In (5.2) we review

briefly the characteristic classes. In (5.3) we compute the Ext-groups in which

the characteristic classes assume their values. In (5.4) we compute the homology

characteristic classes and in (5.5) the cohomology characteristic classes.

5.1. Preliminaries. As already indicated, we now take the ground ring R to

be the integers Z. To have available an appropriate language, we need some

preparations:

With the notation introduced in § 1 above, the standard small free resolution

for a cyclic group ß = (z; za) may be described as the chain complex that

underlies the differential graded algebra

{M(Q),d) = (T[uz\®A[vz])®dZQ,

whose differential d is given by

d(yi+x(uz)) = (yi(uz))vz(l + z + --- + za-1),

d(yi(u2))vz = (yi(uz))(z-l),     i>0;

here and henceforth we discard the tensor product symbol and write uzvz =

uz®vz , etc. It will be convenient to write Ms(ß) = r[wz]0A[i>z] and M(ß) =

M\Q)®dRQ.
The dual M(ß)* of M(ß) may be written M(ß)* = P[cz] 0 A[coz] 0 (Zß)*,

where cz and toz denote the duals of uz and vz in the basis of monomials,

and where P[cz] is the polynomial algebra on cz . It is well known that, with

an abuse of notation, as a ring, H*N = P[c ], while as a graded module, for

i > 1, H2/_,JV = (Z/r)((yi_x(uy))vy) and H2iN = 0.
At the risk of making a mountain of a molehill we recall that the conjugation

action of G on JV given by w i-> xwx~ , w e N, induces an action of

K = (x; Xs) on the left of N and hence on the left of Ht7V and the right

of H* N. We note that, K being abelian, the distinction between "left" and

"right" amounts to a consistent choice of signs. These actions of K on H*N

and HtN are given by the rules

(5.1.1) Cy-x = tcy,    x-((yi_luy)vy) = t'(yi_xuy)vy,    i > 0.

It will be convenient to treat H^N as a right /^-module as well, with respect to

(5.1.1') ((yl_luy)vy)-x = t~'(yi_xuy)vy,    i>0;

we note that t~' makes sense modulo r.

Let A be an abelian group whose exponent divides the number ts - 1 , e.g.,

A — Z/r. For jeZ, we shall write A(j) for the ZA^-module which as an

abelian group is just A and whose .£-structure is given by letting the generator

x of K = Z/s act by multiplication with tJ. Notice this makes sense for

negative j also if we use the convention A(-l) = A(s - I), etc.   With this
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notation it is clear that, for j > 1, as right A^-modules,

(5.1.2) H2j~lN^(Z/r)(j),

(5.1.3) n2JN*(Z/r)(j),

(5.1.4) H2j_xN*(Z/r)(-j),

(5.1.5) H2jN^(Z/r)(-j).

For later reference we record the following:

(5.1.6) When (A(j))®1 is equipped with the diagonal action then

(A(j)f  = (A^dj).

(5.1.7) When Hom(^4(i), A(j)) is equipped with the diagonal action, that is,

for y e A(i) and <j> e Hom(^(i), A(j)), the result (x(f>)y is given by

(x(f>)y = x(p(x~{y)   or   (<f>x)y = (<p(yx~1)),

according as A(i) and A(j) are viewed as left or right (ZAT)-modules, then

Hom(A(i), A(j)) = (Hom(A,A))(j-i).

5.2. Characteristic classes. We denote the integral homology and cohomology

spectral sequences of the group extension (0.2) by (Ep , dr) and (Epq , dr),

respectively. In [26] we introduced suitable characteristic classes. Since the

integral homology of a finite cyclic group vanishes in even positive degrees and

since its integral cohomology vanishes in odd degrees, under the present cir-

cumstances these classes read

v¡ e Ex4(H9(N), HQ~2(N)),        q>2,

and

w°2 e Ext2K(H0(N),Hx(N)),     w¡ e Ext3K(Hq(N),Ha+2(N)),     q > 1.

Moreover, there are pairings

ß-.E''"® Ex4(H9(/V), Hg-2(N)) —» EP+3'9~2 ,     q > 1,

fi: Ext2K(H0(N),Hx(N))®E2p0 — E2p_2x,

p:ExtK(Hq(N),Hq+2(N))®Elq^E3p_h<]+2,     q>\,

11 1
so that, up to sign, for p > 2, the differential d : Ep 0 -> E   2 x is given by

j2 ,    0 „     s     „2 „2
d  =p(w2®-):Ep0^Ep_2x,

and so that, for q > 1 and p as appropriate, up to sign, the differentials d3

and d3 are given by

di = p(-®v¡):Ep--^Ep+^-2,        d3 = p(wl®-):Elq-,El^+2.

More details may be found in [26].
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5.3. Free resolutions for the (co)homology of N. In the present subsection we

compute the Ext groups in which our characteristic classes attain their val-

ues. We do this by means of appropriate free resolutions. For brevity, we

restrict attention to those Ext groups needed later in the paper. However,

it would be easy to push further and give a complete computation of, e.g.,

ExtZA-((Z/r)(/'), (Z/r)(j + /)) for any ;', k, I. For convenience, we shall write

Ht(N) = Ht(N, Z) and H*(N) =H*{N,Z), and we shall treat them both as
right (ZAT)-modules, as indicated in (5.1) above.

For j > 0, let

üj = —-,    bj = (r )     + (r )    x + • • • + x

üj = -a+, bj =1 + (tJx) + ■■■ + (t'x)    .

Then

bj(x-tj)=l-(tj)s = -raj,

bj(tjx-l) = (tj)s-l = -raj.

We remind the reader that the numbers /i , A:. , a   have been defined in the

Introduction.

Let j > 0. Using, e.g., a filtration argument, it is not hard to see that the

chain complex

(5.3.1)
(b¡   -r \ fx-t>   r \

(Z/r)(j) +- ZK i-(ZK)2 <-(ZK)2 <-(Z^)2 <-

is a free resolution of (Z/r)(j) in the category of right (ZÄ^)-modules. Likewise,

the chain complex

E {t'x-\,r) 2

(Z/r)(-;) ^ ZK <-(Z#)2

(5.3.2)
[a; tJx-l) {-a;   bj)

-(ZK)   <-Í—!— (ZK)'

is a free resolution of (Z/r)(-j) in the category of right (ZA^-modules. Notice

that for j = 0 the two resolutions coincide. We mention that here the elements

of (ZK) are identified in the usual way with column vectors with two entries

from ZK, and the differential in the resolutions is given by the usual matrix

multiplication (**)(*) = (*)■   E

Proposition 5.3.3. ( 1 ) With reference to the trivial K-action on Z, the group

ExtZK((Z/r)(l), Z) is cyclic of order q x, generated by the class t3 ofthecocycle

V-^W-2-
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(2) For j > 1, the group ExtZK((Z/r)(j), (Z/r)(j - 1))  is isomorphic to

(Z/qx) x (Z/qx), generated by the classes f3 and t3 of the cocycles

J-,0y.(ZK)2-^(Z/r)(j-l)

and

()^.Ç)--«xf^W')U-i),'i     "i
respectively.

(3) For j > 0, the group ExtZK((Z/r)(-j), (Z/r)(-j - 1)) is isomorphic to

(Z/flj) x (Z/qx), generated by the classes #3 and $3 of the cocycles

(^,o):(Ztf)2-+(Z/r)(-/-l)

and

fj IT ' í~): {ZK)2 -*WrK- j-V>

respectively.

Remark 5.3.4. Since qxr/kx = hx = (t - 1, r),  for any / and j, the class t3

is as well represented by the cocycles

(^l^^):(Zff)2-(Z/r)C/-l)

and

(''^.¡^(Z'tf-WXJ-i).

Likewise, for any / and /', the class $3 is also represented by the cocycles

(^,£):(zjtf^(z/r)(-,--i)

and

(/^'^):(Z^2-(Z/^-1)-

Similarly, for any /, the class t3 is represented by the cocycle

Proof of 5.3.3. The group ExtZK((Z/r)(l),Z) is the homology of
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where a\ = ¿=i and, with a slight abuse of notation, ôj1" = l+t-\-\-ts~ . Now

the kernel of (  \. ~~r_ ) is generated by (^f1, j¡-),  and the image of ( _a+ 6+ J

is generated by

r       '**)    *    qi\hx' hx

This proves (1).

Likewise, for /' > 2, the group ExtZA-((Z/r)(j), (Z/r)(j - 1)) is the homol-

ogy of

«J-'-iJ  0 \ (b)       0

v   "J  *J 7 ' (Z/

where, with a slight abuse of notation,

+     tJS~l      -f-l*>*,
a- =-= j-6 Z/r,

J r r

b+ = tJ{s~l) + ^s-2)+(-J-l) +... + (V-w-v

= tl~J(l + t + --- + ts~l)eZ/r.

Now the kernel of I   ;+ ,_,_ ¡ J  is generated by (£-, 0) and (tJ~lj Ijj*, j¡-),

the image of I ' _ 1    + J is generated by (tJ~ - tJ, 0), and

(-a+,b+)=(-jt-^-,t1-j(l+t + ... + r1))

= tl-j [(-^-1(^).(l+í+-+í-1)).

Since hx = (t - I, r), kx = (I + t -\-1- ts    , r), and qx = -^ , the image of

tJ~l -tJ     0

is also generated by (hx, 0) = a, (^ , 0) and

/-I . 1 -t   , \ ( j-\ . 1 -t    r
tJ    I-¡—,k,)=qx [t]    j

kx   '^J~^ V     J   K   »A,

In view of (5.3.4) this proves (2).

The proof of (3) is virtually identical to that of (2). Details are left to the

reader.    D

It seems worthwhile relating the groups ExtZA-(H j N, H j~ N), j > 1, with

appropriate Ext groups defined over Z/r ; this will be relevant for the calculation
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of the class v3 (e, Z) : It is readily seen that, for j e Z,

(5.3.5)
h+ h+

0 «- (Z/r)(j) ¿- (Z/r)K ̂ - (Z/r)K J- (Z/r)K ̂ — (Z/r)K J- • • •

is a free resolution of (Z/r)(j) in the category of right (Z/r)A^-modules. Hence

Proposition 5.3.6. For j e Z and i > 1, the groups

Ext[z/r)K((Z/r)(j),(Z/r)(j-l))

are cyclic of order qx, generated by the classes [j¡-] for i even and [j-] for i

odd of the cocycles of (5.3.5) which send 1 e (Z/r)K to f- and £■ respectively,

as indicated.

The suspension s(5.3.5) of the free resolution (5.3.5) of

H2;'-1(iV,Z/r) = (Z/r)(;)

may be embedded into (Z/r) 0 (5.3.1) by means of the map which in dimen-

sions > 1  sends the generator 1 of (Z/r)K to  ( ° J e ((Z/r)K)2, and there

results the short exact sequence

(5.3.7) 0 —» 5(5.3.5) —» (Z/r) 0 (5.3.1) —- (5.3.5) —» 0

of chain complexes in the category of (Z/r)A^-modules. Here the quotient

(5.3.5) is to be viewed as a free resolution of H J (N, Z/r) = (Z/r)(j) in the cat-

egory of right (Z/r)K-modules. Notice that the long exact homology sequence

of (5.3.7) yields

H0((Z/r) 0 (5.3.1)) * H0((5.3.5)) = H2j(N, Z/r),

H2j~l(N, Z/r) = H,(s(5.3.5)) S H,((Z/r) 0 (5.3.1)) ;

now by standard homological algebra

H,((Z/r) ® (5.3.1)) = Torz(Z/r, H2jN),

and (5.3.7) identifies in particular the two groups H2j~i(N, Z/r) and

Torz(Z/r,H2JA0.
In dimensions > 0, part of the long exact homology sequence of (5.3.7) with

coefficients in any (Z/r)À>module U looks like

Ext;z/r)JC(H2X U) -U BmS^ÇbFn, U)

A Ext{z;r)K(H2j  l(N,Z/r),U);

notice that since U is supposed to be an (Z/r)üT-module, the obvious maps

H\K, Hom(H2jN, U)) = ExtZJf(Z/r, Hom(H2;/V, U)) —► Exï!ZK(H2j N, U)

and
H' l(K,Hom(H2j \ U))

= ExtZÍ¡(Z/r, Hom(H2J_1, U)) —» Ext^^H2'-1, £/)
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are  isomorphisms  of   (Z/r)-modules;   here,   for  short,   we  have  written

H27-i =H27'-1(/V,Z/r).

Proposition 5.3.9. ( 1 ) The composite

ExtZA.(H2/V, HV) -» ExtZJf(H2/Y, H°(/V, Z/r))

Ext2z/r)^(H^Z/r),H0(tf,Z/r))

sends t3 to [■£-].

(2) For j > 2 and

U = H2j 2N = H2j 2(N, Z/r) = (Z/r)(j - 1),

we have k(t3)   =  [■£-]  and î([j-])   =  f3,   where the tacit identifications

H2jN = H2J(N, Z/r) = (Z/r)(j) are made.

Notice that, in particular, for j > 2, there results a split short exact sequence

0 -» Ext3RK(H2jN, H2J'2N) -+ Ext3ZK(H2jN, H2j~2N)

- ErtJjr(H*/-1(tf, R), H2j~2N) -» 0,

where we have written Ä = Z/r for short.

Proof. The statements as to t3 follow at once from (i) the commutativity of

the diagram

(Z/r)K       ^—        (Z/r)K       *—!—       (Z/r)K

01 01 01
(Z/r)tf <- ((Z/r)*)2 <- ((Z/r)K)2 «- ((Z/r)K)2

{x-t>,0) /bj    0    \ /x_^  „'

a, *-iJ ; \   -Oj bj

which displays the embedding of s(5.3.5) into (Z/r) 0 (5.3.1), and (ii) the def-

inition of the cocycle representing t3 : In fact, (tj~l j ^f1, j¡-) represents t3 ,

and

r'j'->
hx   ' hj\u     hx

Likewise in each dimension the projection (Z/r) 0 (5.3.1) —> (5.3.5) is given

by the matrix (10), and the cocycle  (1 0) ■£- = (j-0) represents the class

5.4. The characteristic classes for homology. In this subsection we exploit the

recipe (3.5) in [26] to compute the homology characteristic classes. As in §2 (cf.

what is said after (2.14)), we shall write v = ^'~ ' ' ̂  , where / is the number

occurring in the presentation (0.1). For convenience, we proceed with right

modules rather than left ones, and we depict diagrams with right arrows rather

than with left arrows as we did in §3 of [26].
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We shall write HHt(Ar) = H^TV, Z).  Since the integral homology of N is

trivial in even positive degrees it is clear that, for ; > 0, the classes

wJ2(tv,Z)eExt2ZK(HjN,Kj+1N)

are zero, and hence the classes

wJ3(eu,Z)eExtZK(HjN,Hj+2N)

are defined for j > 0 and nonzero at most for ; odd. Before we spell out

the main result of the present subsection we recall that the standard small free

resolution of the integers Z in the category of right (Z*)-modules looks like

e x-\ l+x+---+xs~' x-l

(5.4.1) 0^Z<-ZK<-ZK*—ZK<-.

In particular, with the obvious identifications

H0(N) = Z   and   HX(N) = (Z/r)(-l),

the group ExtZK(HQN, HXN) is cyclic of order qx, generated by the class [£■]

of the cocycle of (5.4.1) which sends 1 e ZK to f- e (Z/r)(-l).

Theorem 5.4.2. The possibly nonzero characteristic classes in the homology of

the group extension ev with integer coefficients are given by

(1) w2°(e„ , Z) = v[f] 6 Ext2ZK(H0N, HXN) = (Z/a,)([^]>, and

(2) w¡j-\ev , Z) = uûi 6 Ext3ZK(H2j_xN, H2j+XN)

= (Z/ql){ûi)x(Z/qï)(ûi), where j>\.

Proof. To prove (1) we denote as usual the augmentation ideal, i.e., the kernel

of e : ZG -+ Z, by IG and observe that in IG ®ZN Z the relation

(l+x + ...+xs-l)((x-l)®l)  = /(O;-l)0l)  =  ^^y((y-l)0l)

holds, whence a corresponding diagram [26, (3.7)] looks like

£ X-l \+X-{-YXS~ X—\

0 <- Z <-- ZK <-       ZK        <-        ZK       *- • • •

U-1)®'| "J7(7)

0^     - Z —     - ZK      «— IG®7NZ<—       - (Z/r)(-l) ^-      -   0.
c (3-l)l»l

In view of recipe (3.5) in [26], this proves at once statement (1).

To prove (2) we construct a corresponding diagram [26, (3.8)] for s = 3 as

follows: Consider the chain complex M(G) ®ZN Z arising as indicated from

the Wall resolution M(G) for G given in §1. It is clear that, for j > 1, the

chain (Yj_x(u))v   is a cycle, and that

H2     (M(G) ®ZN Z) = H2j_xN = (Z/r)(-j),
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generated by the class of (yj_x(u ))v . We now denote the chains and cycles

of M(G) ®ZN Z by Ct and Z% respectively, and we observe that, for ;' > 1,

M(G) ®ZN Z gives rise to an exact sequence

(5.4.3) 0 Hv-i* J2;-l
c2j c2J+1 ^y+1-

For ease of exposition we spell out the crucial step of the proof as the following.

Lemma 5.4.4. Let j > 1, and define morphisms <f>Q, <f>x, <f>2, and <j>3 by the

formulas

4>o = iy¡-\{u )v ) (matrix with a single entry),

<t>i ={vx(yj-l{uy))vy,yj(uy)),

02 = i.ux(yj_x(uy))vy, vx(yj(uy))),

^ (o)   = Ux^j-My)Vy)^X - O + —r-Vx(yj(Uy)) >

^3 (Í) = 'MW^V + M^VX1 + ̂ X) + ■■■ + (W)-

Then (<p0, <px, </>2, 03) is a /i/I (5.3.2) —► (5.4.3) of the identity map, i.e., a

commutative diagram

(5.4.5)
(Z/r)(-y)

Hy-,JV

ZK    <- (Z#)2

J2J-1 c,

(ZAT)'

*2

/Vx-1    r   \

V ~°7   »7 )

c2J+1

(Z*)

¿3

Z2/+l

in the category of right (ZK)-modules.

7

Here the free modules ZK, (Z/C) , etc. are identified with column vectors as

usual, and, whenever appropriate, morphisms are given by matrix multiplication

(H) (!) = (!)asusuaL

The lemma is proved by direct inspection; we leave the details to the reader.

Notice that the bottom row of (5.4.5) is exact because N has no homology

in even degrees. Notice further that the lemma says that our free resolution

(5.3.3) of H2j_xN = (Z/r)(-j) recovers a certain piece of the chain complex

M(G)®ZNZ.   D

Proof of (5.4.2). By virtue of the formulas for the differential in the Wall reso-
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lution given in (1.1) and (1.2), in M(G) ®ZN Z we have

(5.4.6)
( ux(yj_x(uy)vy)(tJx-l)

(5.4.7,     AuM^^^TÎ^'r^P
{    +rux{yj_x(uy)vy) - f(yj(uy))vy.

Hence

03 (0) = ux(yj_x(uy)vy)(tjx - 1) + -Zlvx(yj(uy))

represents the same homology class in M(G) ®ZN Z as

j^i^l(y.{uy)vy) = «,,y_i^ W)v

and

03 (?) = ™x(yj_x(uy)vy) + vx(y}(uy))(\ + (tJ x) + ■■■ + (^xf)

represents the same homology class in M(G) ®ZN Z as

f(Yj(uy))vy = vjF^Y-r)(yj(uy))vy.

In view of Remark 5.3.4, the definition of the classes $3 and $3 in (5.3), and

recipe (3.5) in [26], we conclude that w3J~  = z/#3 as asserted.   D

Remark 5.4.8. Since N is abelian, the class w2(ev, Z) is the usual class of the

group extension. In fact, the 2-fold extension

0 — Z J- ZK — IG ®7N Z <-(Z/r)(-l) *— 0
(y-1)8)1

occurring in the proof of (5.4.2(1)) above is just the corresponding object con-

structed in IV.6 of Mac Lane [39]. Such a remark applies to any group extension

e with abelian kernel. This shows how our classes generalize the concept of the

class of a group extension with abelian kernel.

To express the requisite computations for cohomology concisely, we now

compute our homology characteristic classes with coefficients in Q/Z, equipped

with trivial G-action: It is clear that with these coefficients, for /' > 1, the chain

\y¡{uy) is a cycle, and that

H2,(M(G) ®ZN (Q/Z)) = H2;(iV, Q/Z) = (Z/r)(-j)

generated by the class of \y¡(u ). Moreover, it is also clear that, for j > 0,

H2   1(M(G)0ZJV(Q/Z)) = O.
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Theorem 5.4.9. The characteristic classes wJ3 (e„ , Q/Z) in the homology of the

group extension ev with coefficients in Q/Z are zero for j odd, while for j > 1,

w]\tv, Q/Z) = ud{ e Ext3ZK(H2j(N, Q/Z), H2,+2(JV, Q/Z))

= (Z/qx)(êi)x(Z/qx)(ôi).

Proof. It is clear that the classes tt)3 (e^ , Q/Z) are zero for j odd. To see that

the classes w3J(ev, Q/Z) assume the asserted values we proceed as follows:

Define morphisms (f>'0, 4>'x, 02, and 03 by the formulas

00 = fofoy)) >
0', - (XW)) ■

03 = (yU^y^Wx- 1) + £(yJ+x(uy))(tJx- 1), fy+1(u,)) .

Then

(5.4.10)

(Z/r)(-j)

Id

(Z/V)(-7)

Id

ZK

pr

(Z/r)AT

(i'jc-l.r) ,
<- (z*)2

*7  -,
a,   rJ;t-l

(zk)¿

(pr.O) (1.0)

H2,(/V,Q/Z)  «—      Z,

(Z/r)K

4

c.

Z#

ft'»;)

(f'jt-i    0

c27+2

(Ztf)¿

Id

(ZK)2

Z2j+2

(5.4.11) ¿(^Ar/",))^

»2/V-" ' v/^y  ' "2; "27+1 j

is a commutative diagram in the category of right (ZA')-modules. By virtue of

the formulas for the differential in the Wall resolution given in (1.1) and (1.2),

in M(G) ®ZN (Q/Z) we have

' \ux(yj(uy))(tJx - 1) + ¿vx(yj(uy))vy

-U+l)tHi=pL(7j+¿„y))x,

(5.4.12)  d(£vxyJ+x(uy)) = -£vx(7j(uy))vy + ¿(yJ+x(uy))(tj+lx - \).

Hence the two chains

Jt]^\y)+My)x^^x-r{)^\y]+x(uy)

and

\ux(yj(uy))(t¡x - 1) + L(yj+X(uy))(tjx - 1)

are equivalent modulo boundaries. Moreover, in view of the right ZA^-module

structure on

H27+2(M(G) ®ZN (Q/Z)) = H2,+2(iV, Q/Z) = (Z/r)(-j - 1)
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and, moreover, of Remark 5.3.4,

j'^Yj^x + (tJx - rx)^M\y]+x(uy)

^jr'^\y]+x(uy)=j^\yJ+x(uy),

whence

03 (!) = Xtyi«,))^* - !) + í(yj+i("y))(^ -1)

represents the same homology class of

H2,+2(M(G) 0Z„ (Q/Z)) = H2.+2(iV, Q/Z)

as j ^~r rYj+i(Uy)- In view of the definition of the classes #3 and r>3 in (5.3)

and recipe (3.5) in [26], we conclude that

w]j = w2J(ev , Q/Z) = uu¡ € Ex4(H2.(iV, Q/Z), H2y.+2(iV, Q/Z))

= (Z/qx)(ûi)x(Z[ql)(ûi)

as asserted.   D

For later reference we record that in terms of the Yoneda theory the class

wlJ(*v > Q/Z) is represented by the 3-fold extension

(5.4.13) 0 - H2J - Z2. - C2/+1 ¿ D2y+3 - H2.+2 - 0,

where we have written

H2j = H2.(tV,Q/Z),

D2j+3 = coker(o*2;+3),

H2,+2 = H2,+2(/V,Q/Z).

Since the diagram (5.4.9) is commutative, the class w2j(ev, Q/Z) is as well

represented by the 3-fold extension

(5.4.14)

0 «- (Z/r)(-j) J- (Z/r)K ¿Z±- (Z/r)K X D2j+3 - H2.+2 «- 0,

where o   is induced by bj .

5.5. The characteristic classes for cohomology. In this subsection we exploit

Theorem 5.4.9 in order to compute our cohomology characteristic classes. As

in the previous subsection, let v = ^~1,r), where / is the number occurring in

the presentation (0.1), and let ev denote the corresponding group extension. We

remind the reader that, for degree reasons, the characteristic classes v2 (ey , Z)

in the cohomology of the group extension ev with integer coefficients are zero,

and so are the classes vJ+l(eu, Z) for j > 0.
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Theorem 5.5.1. The characteristic classes v3 = v3J(ev , Z) in the cohomology of

the group extension ev with integer coefficients are given by

(1) v] = -1/T3- € ExtZJÇ(H2yV, H°N) = (Z/qx)(x\), and

(2) v]j = -vx{ 6 Ex4(H2^'iV, H2J~2N) = (Z/qx){x{) x (Z/qx)(r{),
where j > 2.

Proof. Recall the description [26, (2.5)] of the class v3 , j > 1, as the class of

a certain 3-fold extension: Let e: P = PG(Z) -> Z be a free resolution of Z in

the category of (ZG)-modules. Then the chain complex

(5-5.2) ^ ■

• ■ • +- Homzyv(P2;+1, Z) <-^- Homzyv(P2., Z) ^— Homz/v(P2;_1, Z) <-

computes H*N and inherits a AT-action. Moreover, since H* vV is zero in odd

dimensions, for j > 1, there results the 3-fold extension

(5.5.3)
0 H2jN — ker^27') <- HomZN(P2i_x, Z)

coker(a" '    ) H2;-2iV

*Z/Vv--'27-l

0

which by means of the Yoneda theory represents the class vjj.

Let (00, 0[, 02, 03) be a solution of the extension problem

(5.5.4)
H2JN

H2iN

(x-t1 ,r) 2

ZK <- (ZK)2

»7   ~r

at x-t'

(ZK)1

x-f   r

K' -2j-l D
2J-2

(ZK)L

H2j~2N:

here we have written

K2J = ker(d2j), 2j-l = HomZN(P2j_l, Z),    D
2J-2

coker(a" '   ).

Such a solution exists because the bottom row is acyclic. For convenience, we

shall henceforth write M, = dt(P¡) ç P¡1 ; then ker^) = HomZN(M2j, Z).

When we take (5.5.4) modulo  r we obtain, in particular, the commutative

diagram

(5.5.5).

H2J   l(N,Z/r)

H2j~l(N,Z/r)

ker(jc - tj 0)

H

b¡   o

at x-t'

((Z/r)K)

'Pi

C

((Z¡r)KY

H2j-2N,

where we have written

H = Hom{Z/r)N(M2j_x 0 (Z/r), Z/r),

for short and where 0t denotes the induced map on cohomology.  We claim

that 4>   is necessarily the identity map. In fact, the top row of (5.5.4) may be

C = (coker(d2j 2)) ® (Z/r)
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viewed as the beginning of a free resolution of H J N in the category of abelian

groups, and so may the bottom row, when we discard the kernel H J~ N. The

standard comparison argument implies that 0t is an isomorphism, and we may

assume things have been arranged in such a way that 0t is the identity map.

The embedding s(5.3.5) —► (Z/r) 0 (5.3.1) explained in subsection 5.3 (cf.

(5.3.7)), factors through the top row of (5.5.5), and hence combining (5.5.5)

with this embedding yields a solution of the extension problem

H2j~l(N, Z/r) <- (Z/r)K ^— (Z/r)K ^—   (Z/r)K

Id I
H2;_1(/V,Z/r) <-      H      *-C      <- H2j_2;V,

which is now entirely phrased over Z/r as ground ring; for completeness we

mention that, as before,

H = Hom{z/r)N(M2j_, 0 (Z/r), Z/r),        C = (coker(d2j~2)) ® (Z/r).

Hence the solution of this extension problem yields the class

v22j-\ev , Z/r) e Ext2w(H2;'-'(;V, Z/r), H2j~2(N, Z/r)) 2 Z/a,.

To compute the class v2 (ev , Z/r), define a morphism

O:/G0ZiV(Z/r)^Z/r

of (Z/r)-modules by means of the formulas <t>(y - 1) = 1 and

,     //,     if / = 0,
®(x- l)x = <

v        '        \0,     if 1 </< J- 1.

Henceforth we use the convention (0)(1) = O, etc. Inspection shows that the

diagram

0 «—Î— Z/r        ^— (Z/r)K <—— (Z/r)K <^—   (Z/r)K

Id 'J(*) ~fx
-V\

0 i- H'(/V,Z/r) <-      U      <-      V      i- (Z/r)(0)

is commutative, where we have written

U = Hom(/G ®ZN (Z/r), Z/r),        V = Hom((Z/r)K, Z/r)

for short. By virtue of [26, (2.5)] we conclude that

v¡(ev, Z/r) = -*[£]€ Ext2z/r)J,(H'(yV, Z/r), H°(;V, Z/r)).

In view of (5.3.9(1)) this implies assertion (1) of the theorem.

For j >2, an argument of this kind cannot yield a complete description

of the classes v2j since the corresponding morphism k (occurring in (5.3.10)
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above) is no longer injective. Moreover, for j > 2, the recipe in (2.5) of [26]

leads to a mess. We therefore proceed otherwise:

The obvious chain map

5 HomZiV(P, Z) — HomZJV(P, Hom(Q/Z, Q/Z))

= Hom(P0z/,(Q/Z),Q/Z)

is compatible with the obvious ZAT-module structures, and, for j > 0, induces

morphisms

HJ(N) —» H;(Hom(P ®ZN (Q/Z), Q/Z)) = Hom(H.(/Y, Q/Z), Q/Z)

of (ZA^)-modules.   Since the group N is finite, for ;' > 1  these are in fact

isomorphisms.   Consequently we can compute the characteristic classes v3

from the chain complex

Hom(P0z„(Q/Z);Q/Z).

More precisely, application of the functor Hom(- , Q/Z) to a 3-fold extension

representing the class w3j(ev, Q/Z) yields a 3-fold extension representing the

class v2j+2. To compute its value in ExtZA:(H27'+2/Y, H2jN), we take (5.4.14)

as a representative of w3j(ev , Q/Z) and proceed as follows:

Consider the chain complex

e t'x-\ bJ (t'x-l     r) 2
(5.5.7) 0 <- (Z/r)(-j) <— (Z/r)K <-(Z/r)K <-Ztf <-(ZÜT)2

which already occurred in (5.4.10). By our conventions it is a chain complex

in the category of right (ZiT)-modules. A little thought reveals that its dual

Hom((5.5.7), Q/Z) in the category of right (ZÄT)-modules may be written

Hom((Ztf)2, Q/Z) ?X~l'r)   Hom(ZK, Q/Z)
(5.3.8)

<— /«A: i-RK i-R(j) <— 0,

where we have written R = Z/r for short and where Í2 is the obvious morphism

of right (ZA^)-modules, so that (£2(1))(1) = \ ; here we use the identification

(Z/r)K -^ Hom((Z/r)K,Q/Z),        1 w w: (Z/r)Ä" -> Q/Z,

as right (ZA')-modules where, for 0 < / < s - 1,

œ(x ) = ô0 ¡/r      (Kronecker ô ).

Next we recall the cocycle

given in (5.3.4(3)) representing the class #3. It is clear that its composite

If^i, j¡-) with the obvious injection into Q/Z, viewed as an element of
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Hom((ZA^)2, Q/Z), has a preimage in Hom(Z^T, Q/Z), i.e., that the exten-

sion problem

ZK   <-        (ZK)2

o l>-\     r.
(-5T.Ï-)

Q/Z    «-y-    (Z/r)(-j-\)

7

has a solution O. For example, for 0 < / < s - 1, let

where B: ZAT —> Q/Z is a morphism with B(l) = 0, and which is determined

by

(5.5.9) <P((^JC-l)x/) = ^^-^r/0+1) €Q/Z,        0</<*-l.

For completeness, we mention that this amounts to

?^=S^+í7b(x(/+1))"b(x/)' °^^-2'

but we shall not need an explicit formula for B.

We can now compute the class v3J+ : Let PG(Z) = M(G) and let

e>3=[^-'YJ   :(Z/'')a+l)=Hom((Z/r)(-;^l))Q/Z)

—♦ Hom((ZÄ")2, Q/Z)

be the dual of the above cocycle representing the class i?3, as indicated.

Lemma 5.5.10. Let j > 0, and let

x     i^{tu+m-2) + tu+m-i) {x + tJ)
1 bj

i   s—2      J   s—3        2/   j—4 As—2)jss
+ --- + (x    +tJx    +tJx    + ••• + *    ")).
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Then

(Z/r)0 + l)

HomUZÄT, Q/Z)
(t]x-\,r)*

ZK

(*)

Hom(ZiT, Q/Z)

(x-,J+>.r)

(ZK)1

^^T'Pa
(Z/r)K

(5.5.11)

(ZK)¿

&.
,J+l

(ZKf
-4+1 bj+\j

(ZKf
.J+t

('J^7-'P -cV-f -e^
7+1 £)

*1>

(Z/r)*
íjjc-'-1

(Z/r)* (Z/r)0)
(j*r

ii a commutative diagram in the category of right (ZK)-modules; here the top row

is the free resolution (5.3.1) of (Z/r)(j + 1), and (for typographical reasons) the

diagram has been split into two halves so that the middle vertical arrow appears

twice.

Proof. At first we indicate an argument for the commutativity of the diagram

(Z/r)(; + l)

e>

Hom((ZÄy,Q/Z)
(t'x-\,r)'

ZK

m

Hom(ZÄ", Q/Z)

(x-ti+,,r)

(zkY

(i     h,     <h,>

(Z/r)(j) = ker(Q),

where (Z/r)(j) is identified with Hom((Z/r)(-j), Q/Z) in the obvious way:

By construction, (4>)(r) = rí>, and in view of the definition of í> this induces

the morphism (Z/r)(-j) —> Q/Z sending 1 to ¿-, which under the identifi-

cation of Hom((Z/r)(-;'), Q/Z) with (Z/r)(j) corresponds to ^ e (Z/r)(j).

Likewise,
(*)(* - tj+>)(l) = <&(xs~l) - 0(I>+1).

However, (5.5.9) with I = s - I reads

0((iyx - l)xi_1) = ^ tj+l 6 (Z/r)(-j - 1),
li

and we conclude that

-<d(x  :
rA

¿;-l J+i

r/i,

whence

¿ j+i

r/i,       r/i1 r«,

1 -t y+i

r/i,

as desired.
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The rest of the proof now comes down to

1 — /     ,+        r+ ; r,+        r , +
-T7-bj+^Fxa^=xJix-^'   TxbJ^ = TxbJ>

i    j+l

Xj{x-t    ) -     aJ+x =—¡j—bJ .
n\ "i

We leave the details to the reader.   O

6. The proof of Theorem 0.4 and the collapsing

of the spectral sequence at a good prime

We now have the machinery in place to compute the first nonzero differential

in the cohomology spectral sequence (E*'*(ev , Z), d¡) of the group extension

tv . The corresponding graded group E2 is the same as that given in §2 above,

and for degree reasons the differential d2 is zero. Hence the spectral sequence

has E2 = E3 and the first nonzero differential is d3. A description thereof has

been given in Theorem 0.4 in the Introduction. We now prove Theorem 0.4.

It is not hard to see (cf. (6.8) below) that, for j > 0, the numbers a are

divisible by qx. For convenience, we shall henceforth write

i4í = ^(,,í)=;(l + í'-1 + ... + í^I)í/-1,)-.C/-l)(l+f, + - + í^1M).

Here is the crucial step in the proof.

Lemma 6.1. The differential d3: E3 '2j —► E3+3'2j~2, where k > 0 and j > 1,

in the spectral sequence (E*'*(ev , Z), d() of the group extension &v is zero for

k = 2i, while for k = 2i + I,

Proof. By (2.4) of [26], the differential d3 of the cohomology spectral sequence

is given by Yoneda pairing with the class v3 . In view of (2.5) of [26], the result

z-v3 of Yoneda pairing a class z e H (K, H2jN) with v2J can be computed

as follows: Take the free resolution (5.3.1) of H ;jV and the standard one (say)

PZK(Z) of Z (reproduced in §5.1 above) in the category of right ZA"-modules,

and lift a A-cocycle for z to a cycle £z in HomZA-(PZA:(Z), (5.3.1)) of degree

-k so that under the obvious morphism

e,: HomZJt(PZJt(Z), (5.3.1)) —» HomZJC(P^(Z), H2jN)

Cz goes to z . Then the composite of £z with a cocycle for v3 is a cocycle for

z • v3 . We shall take z to be the generator of E2 ' J - E3 ' ; given in (6.1)

above; we shall carry out this procedure now, distinguishing the two cases k

even and k odd.
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Let k = 21, and let /' > 1. We wish to compute (j¡-cxcJ) ■ t3 . To this end,

let

*J =
fj(*-l) _ j        /^i_2' _ 1

hJ
+ x + ■ ■ ■ + t—r^- xs 2 e ZK.

h:j j

Then a straightforward calculation shows that the diagram

U2jN *-

ZK

H

ZK

x-l
ZK

\+x+---+xs

ZK
x-\

ZK

t>-\
^7 (y-i

(x-tJ,r)
(ZK)1

bj   -r

a, x—t

(ZK)1
x-l>

-a¡ bj

(ZK)1

is commutative. It displays a lifting of Ycxcy t0 a cyc^e m

HomZJf(PZJf(Z), (5.3.1)).

As indicated above, for any right ZA^-module U, it may be used to compute

the Yoneda pairing

•: H2i(K, H2jN)®ExtZK(îi2jN, U) —+ H2i+*(K, U).

In particular, we may take U = H j~ N, * = 3, and (cf. (5.3.4)) the cocycle

(-^p- , y) of (5.3.1) as a representative of t3 and conclude

(tó)•< = «fed -«* + ̂ - O'* Vf1 = «6^i+3'2j-2.

However, by virtue of (5.5.1), i>37 = - z^t3 , whence, in view of (2.1), the cor-

responding differential is zero as asserted.

Next, let k = 2i + 1 and let j > 1. We wish to compute (Yc'xcoxcy^ ' T3 •

To this end, let

£      <"Jz" 6 ZIzJ
"7 0<i/+//<i-2

= —(l+z + t' + z  +tJz + tJ + ---

+ zs-2 + tizs-3 + t2Jzs-4 + -- + tis-2)j)..

aj =
l + tJ + --- + Í

(s-i)j

Then it is clear that

(6.2)
s-K

(z - t')Oj = £(1 + z + ■■■ + z   ') - roij e Z[z]
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Let a = Gj(x) e ZK = Z[z]/(zs - 1). Then (6.2) and a straightforward calcu-

lation show that the diagram

H2jN

- ZK

r

- ZK

1+X+--+X
ZK ZK ZK

(?) (1)1 (?)
(x-t',r)

(ZKf

a, x-tJ

(zkY (ZKf

is commutative. It displays a lifting of Ycxœxcy t0 a cy°^e m

HomM(PZJf(Z), (5.3.1)).

As indicated above, for any right ZA^module U, it may be used to compute

the Yoneda pairing

: H2i+l(K, H2jN) 0 Ext*ZK(H2jN, U) H2i+1+*(Ä', U).

In particular, we may take U = H J   N, * = 3, and (cf. (5.3.4)) the cocycle

(/' tJ    V1 ' f) of (5.3.1) as a representative of t3 and conclude

(6.3)
(^•^ = (i'HVv^)í2í

e£
2i+4,2;-2

aZ/«y-i-

To obtain the formula asserted in the lemma, we specialize (6.2) with z = tJ~ ,

i.e., we pass from Z[z] to Z[z]/(z - tJ~ ) = Z and conclude that, for /' > 1,

(6.4)

whence

(6.5)

(i^-íV/-1)
= ^(,+/H+- + iM),H)-(l + i; + ... + iMj))eZI

ryi;

(.v-'v^-V^)^ eZ.

Since H2j~2N = (Z/r)(j - l)(cJy~l), we conclude

'A
«i-'K'Vy+^-rK"88

27-2 /v.

However, by virtue of (5.5.1), t»3J' = - i^t3 , whence, in view of (6.1), the cor-

responding differential is given by the formula in the lemma.   D

As before, for a prime p and any number / we denote the p-part of / by

/ . Our next aim is to deduce Theorem 0.4 from (6.1). To this end we elaborate

on the number theory in §3 above to have available appropriate tools so that we

can prove Theorem 0.4 which is an integral statement.
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Lemma 6.6. Let p be a prime, let t be a number so that t = 1 mod p, and let

a be an arbitrary number.
a

(1) If p is oddor p = 2 and t = 1 mod 4, for some ß, í-¿fp = pa(l + ßp).

(2) Ifp = 2 and í = -lmod4, (¿f^)2 = 2a_1(í + 1)2.

Proof. See Lemma 2.2 in [26].   D

Next we recall that the number qx = -^ is the order of H (K, N). We

now assume that qx > 1 and pick a prime p dividing this number. Since qx

divides the number hx = (t - 1, r), p divides hx as well, whence t = 1 mod p.

Moreover, it is manifest that p divides r and s.

Lemma 6.7. Let p be a prime which divides qx. Then the following are true.

(1) For j>\, (Aj)p=sp.

(2) If p is odd or p = 2 and t = 1 mod 4,

ih¡)p = {hx)pUp,i¡) = {hx)pU,dp),

(kj)p = (r,s)p,

(«A = (H^yv £) = («i)A. t} = («i),c/. *,)■
(3) if p = 2 and t = -\ mod 4,

(' + X\^h ' I7TTT7)) = (*+ lhU' di) '    tfj is even>

2, if j is odd,

(r,s)2,    if j is even,

ifsjj±il and j are both 0dd,

if ^7-^ 15 even while j is odd,

ifsAîlll and j are both odd,

if s-^-¡r-L is even while j is odd,

l (íí±l)^l)2(;2, ÏÏTfT7y) = {ií±mL^)2Ü,d2),    ifj is even.

Corollary 6.8. For j >2, the numbers qj are divisible by qx.

Proof of 6 J. If t = 1, there is nothing to prove, and we assume t > 1. For

j > 1, we may then write

,0-1)* _ j fJs _ j

^-'-Frrr-f^TTT-

With s - s s', where (s , p) = 1 and t' = f , this may be rewritten as

I  r'(;'_1)i'-l     ,.     j'js'-l\ t'{j-l)-l

aj= [j tu-i_l -u-v-fi. tJ-¡ -1

+ 0-1)-
t'j-l \ tj-x-\     tj
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Furthermore, since t = 1 mod p,

tJs' - 1

= 0   mod p,
,0-1)*' _ !     tJs' _ j

tj~l - 1        f> ■

and, in view of (3.1),  ',/~'  is divisible by s   while ' y-i_~,'  is prime to /> .

Hence it suffices to show that

.t'U-l)s"-\     ,.    .j'js'-l

Aj=J   ,;-!_!    -C/-0- *'•>
is divisible by 5   exactly. If /? is odd or /? = 2 and t = 1 mod 4, we employ

(6.6)(1) and rewrite A'j in the form

A'j = jsp(l +pßj_x) - (j - l)sp(l +pßj).

It is then clear that A1, is divisible by s   exactly. If p = 2 and i = — 1 mod 4,

we exploit (6.6)(2) and conclude that

/yO-i^A        r=j2,    if; is odd,

\ i'7"1 - 1  /2    l>i2,   if; is even,

/V*'- A      í >■?,,   if; is odd,r >52,

\t'} -\ ) 2     ( =s2,    if ; is even,

whence A1, is divisible by j2 exactly. This proves (1).

The remaining statements follow at once from (3.1) (cf. also (3.2)). We only

indicate that, e.g., if p is odd or p = 2 and t = 1 mod 4,

(hj)p = ((tJ-l)p,r) = (jp(t-l)p,r)

= (bx)p(jp(t-f)p,jri) = (hx)p(jp,irh

since (x*-)p > 1 only if j¡- is not divisible by p .   D

Proof of Theorem 0.4. By (6.1), the differential d3: E3'2J —* E3+3'2j~2 is zero

for k = 2i, where i > 0, ;' > 1, while for k - 2i + I,

d3:

is given by

d3: E23i+l'2J 2 Z/a. —» Z/a;_, s £2'+4>2; 2,        i > 0, ; > 1,

Now

. / r  i       A          Aj_i ̂ - /   r    i+2 j-\
d-,   -T-c o) c  \ = - v   ,  ,—-   -,-c    c
3 [kjx x V        hikj  VVi * ' t

hj-,Äj_qJ_lB       wherefi       M¿_

and Lemma 6.7 implies that, at a prime /? dividing qx, the numbers 2? and

^y coincide up to a unit. Furthermore, still in view of (6.7), at a prime

which does not divide qx, one of the two numbers a;  and q._x  is a unit,
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whence either the domain or the range of the differential d3 is zero. Hence

the differential d, sends an appropriate generator to - v -1— t-^-t times an

appropriate generator.   D

For later reference we spell out the following.

Corollary 6.9. As a graded module over H*(K, Z) = (P[cx])/scx, the object E4

is generated by

r   j      r-0,2; ..   .
c2j = YcyeE4     '        J*1'

j
Q\ r r-     C1'2*3=(I7^V^ '

x2J+i = {v^l q)k0)*cyeE*   '      ;-2'
^(r,s) ' ql> Kj

subject to the relations

— (v>9i)cx = 0,        i>2,
Q\

hjC2j = 0,       ;' > 1,

qjCxc2j = 0,       ;>1,

(i/,a,)x3 = 0,

9iXv^q)^^ j-2-

The proof is left to the reader.

Corollary 6.10. When t = -1 mod 4 and the differential d3 is nonzero at the

prime 2, the group E4' (e, Z) is nonzero at the prime 2 only if I is even and

k = 0, 2 or if I is divisible by 4.

Proof. In fact, by virtue of (6.7)(3), for ;  odd, the number a,  is at most

divisible by 2 but «of by 4. Since the differential d3: E3' —* E3 + ' is

assumed nontrivial at the prime 2 , from (0.4) we conclude that groups of the

kind E*3' J with ;' odd survive to £4 only if* = 0or* = 2.   D

Theorem 6.11. The integral cohomology spectral sequence of e has E4 - E^

at each prime p so that rp > sp or f = 0 modulo rp. Furthermore, as an

algebra, H*(G, Z) at p is then as an algebra over H*(K, Z) at p generated

by C2, ç3, C4, ç5, • • • , C2(^ j ^2dp+\ ■

Proof. By (4.22), for ; > 1, the class resG,N(Ç2.) coincides with c2 = ycI ,

perhaps up to a unit at p , and hence the class c2 is an infinite cycle. Moreover,

still by (4.22), the classes ■nr1h~)'t(0xcy are innnite cycles, too. Finally, keeping
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in mind that (2.1) describes E2 for any extension of the kind (0.2), that is, for

any extension of a finite cyclic group by a finite cyclic group, we see that, in

view of (6.9), at a prime p so that r  > s„, the classes -rr^T-co^, coincide
p p \y, c/|} Kj     x  y

with the classes x2+, e E4   J, perhaps up to a unit at p .   D

Proposition 6.12. For a presentation (0.1) of an arbitrary metacyclic group G

and a prime p so that sp > rp the following are equivalent:

(6.12.1) / =á 0 mod rp,

(6.12.2) v^0mod(qx)p.

Proof. Recall that / may be written / = vj¡-. Hence

v^Qm0d(qx)p={^j

if and only if / ^ 0 mod (kx) . However, if s > r , in view of (6.7), the latter

is equivalent to / ^ 0 mod r . When p is odd or p = 2 and t = 1 mod 4

this is immediate since then (kx) = rp , while when p = 2 and t = -1 mod 4,

v £ 0 mod (a,)2 only if &j^- is even and hence (kx)2 — r2.   □

We remind the reader that the notion of a prime that is good for the presen-

tation (0.1) has been introduced in the Introduction.

Corollary 6.13. The integral cohomology spectral sequence of e has E4 = E^

at each prime p that is good for the presentation (0.1).

Indeed, this follows at once from (2.15), (6.11), and (6.12).

7. The restriction of the spectral sequence to e'

In this section we examine the effect of restricting the spectral sequence to a

suitable subgroup. We shall need this in the next section to solve the additive

extension problem.

Let G be an arbitrary metacyclic group given by a presentation of the kind

(0.1), and as before we denote the corresponding group extension by e^ , where

v = £i!=hJl. Recall that the number qx = ^p- is the order of H2(K, N). We

now assume that a, > 1, and we pick a prime p dividing this number. As

explained earlier, the prime p divides hx as well, whence

t = 1    mod p,

and p divides r and s, too. Extending terminology introduced in §3 for

metacyclic p-groups we shall refer to the case where p is odd or p = 2 and

t = 1 mod 4 as the typical case and to the case where p — 2 and t = -1 mod 4

as the exceptional case. Notice that in view of (6.7)(3) the exceptional case

occurs only if ^y^ is even.
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As before, let G' be the subgroup of G generated by y and x — xp , with

presentation

G = G(r,5 , í ,/) = (x ,y; y = 1, x    = y , x yx     =y ),

where s' = | and t' = f , and corresponding group extension e' (cf. (4.2)), so

that the injection maps yield a morphism

(7.1) (Id,-,-):« —>e

of extensions. We mention in passing that in the typical case s  is still divisible

by p unless the p-Sylow subgroup of G is abelian. In fact, since a, is divisible

by p so is *-=i, whence, in view of (6.6), the number ^-F-^ is divisible by
p

p ; however, if s  - p , the number (t - 1)    is divisible by r   which can only

happen if the p-Sylow subgroup of G is abelian. On the other hand, in the

exceptional case it may well happen that s'  is an odd number while the 2-

Sylow subgroup of G is nonabelian. For later reference we now describe the

morphism on E4 induced by (7.1).

The standard comparison argument entails the following.

Proposition 7.2. A morphism

Res: Ex = P[cx] ® A[cox] ® H2j(N, Z) -> E'x = ?[cx,] ® A[cox,] ® H2j(N, Z)

inducing the restriction map res: E>2(e, Z) —> E>2*(e' > Z) is given by

Res(c>xc;) = (1 + f/) + • • • + (tJrl)cx,cox,cJy,

Res(c>;) = cx,cJy.

Before we spell out the next proposition we remind the reader that a descrip-

tion of E2(e, Z) has been given in (2.1) and that E2(e, Z) = E3(e, Z).

Proposition 7.3. For i > 1 and ; > 1, the morphism (7.1) of extensions induces

the commutative diagram

0 -► E2M'2j(e)  -. Z/Qj -^^ Z/9j_, -► E2i+4-2j-2(e)  -►   0

*í  i

i i lhj_l i

0 -► E2i+l-2i(¿) -► Z/q'j —^ Z/9;_, -► E24i+4'2j-2(e') -► 0,

where we have written E4'*(e) = E4'*(e, Z) and E4'*(e) — E4'*(e , Z) for

short, and where
k'i i i P-i

Bj = ^(l + (tJ) + --- + (tJ)     ).

In the diagram, the notations Bj and h'j_x/hj_x are intended to indicate that

the generators

LCxa,x4eEÎi+l'2i(e,Z)*Z/qj
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and

f^-1e^^-2(e(Z)SZ/^1
nj-\

are mapped to
n r     ' J'   ~   T-.2Í+X ,2j,   I     rjs -, rw I    '
Bj--j-Jcx'wx'cy^E3       7(e,Z)^Z/a.

a«a"

"j-i   ";-i

respectively.

Corollary 7.4. On E4 the restriction map E4(e, Z) -» is4(e', Z) ¿5 given by

h', 1
res(cx) = cx,,        res(c2j.) = ^c2;,

7

and, 1/ rp > sp and u jé 0 mod (a,)p,

res(x2y+1) = U(\ + (tJ) + ■■■ + (t'f )x2j+x,

where U is a unit modulo p.

The exact value of U will be given in the proof.

Proof. To compute res(x2 +1) under the mentioned circumstances, we recall

that
Qx      r       j

X^~ (v,qx)k^cr

In the typical case, we have

res(x2,+1) = (1 + (tJ) + ■■■ + (¿f-^j^Lo;^

,1      1

= (1 + (Ö + ••• + (tJ)P~i)pSu.^L-rlF(ûx,cJy
qxkj(v ,qx)kj   *  y

= U(\ + (tJ) + --- + (tJ)P~l)x2j+x,

a k'
where U = p-i-¿-. In view of (3.3), U is a unit at p . In the exceptional case,

the extension e' splits at 2, x2+1 = y(úx,cJy , and hence

res^.lMl + ̂ ^^X

a k'
where U = (   ' ;a • In view of (3.4), 1/ is odd, (qx)2 = 2, and U is odd.

r'+l '
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The other Statements are straightforward or obvious.   D

As before we denote by d the order of t modulo r. We remind the reader

that, in view of (3.2), in the typical case d„ = ({-)„.
p n\    P

Lemma 7.5. In the typical case, if r  > sp and v £ 0 mod (a, ) , the induced

morphism E4' (e, Z) —► E4 ' (e', Z) enjoys the following properties:

(1) It is injective unless

Í (2,27), or

(k, /) = < ( 1, 2/1 dp), or possibly

{(2i+l,2fidp),    fori>\,

where ; > 0 and p. > 1.

(2) It is surjective at the prime p only if (k, I) - (2i, 2jd ). Whenever it is

not surjective at the prime p, its cokernel at p is a copy of Z/p.

(3) The kernel of the induced morphism

E24'2j(e, Z) = Z/qj(cxc2j) —> E¡'2j(e', Z) = Z/q)(c'xc'2¡¡

is a copy of Z/p, generated by (the class of) -icxc2j.

(4) For I = p.d , p > 1, the kernel of the induced morphism

El4'2l(e,Z)^E4>2l(e,Z)

is a copy of Z/p, generated by (the class of) d (v, qx)x2¡+x/p .

Proof. Away from p there is nothing to prove. Furthermore, in view of (0.4),

(6.7), and (6.9), statement (3) is immediate. Since by hypothesis r > s and

v ^ 0 mod (a,) , Theorem 0.4 together with (6.7) implies that the differential

d3 is nontrivial at p. Now (3.3) implies at once that the number h'j_x/hj_x

equals 1 or p according as (;' - 1) is or is not divisible by dp ; hence the

morphism in (7.3) labelled by this number has as kernel a copy of Z/p but

since the differential d3 is nontrivial at p this copy of Z/p is killed and does

not survive to E4 , whence the induced morphism

E4 (e, Z) —► E4 (e , Z)

is injective. This settles part of statement (1). Likewise (3.3) implies at once that

the number 5   in (7.3) is prime to p ; hence the morphism in (7.3) labelled by

this number is an isomorphism at the prime p if j is not divisible by d — ( y-)

and it is surjective at the prime p with kernel a copy of Z/p if ;' is divisible

by d . Consequently, at the prime p, the induced morphism

has kernel a copy of Z/p or is injective according as ; is or is not divisible by

d . This settles the corresponding statements in (1) and (4). The proof of the

remaining statements is straightforward and left to the reader.   D
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Recall that, in view of (3.2), d2 = ,[+x   ,2,  in the exceptional case. Recall

also that, in view of (6.10), in the exceptional case, E4' (e, Z) is nonzero at

the prime 2 only if / is even and k = 0, 2 or if / is divisible by 4. Moreover,

in this case, in view of (3.4), if r2> s2, the extension e' splits at the prime 2 .

Lemma 7.6. In the exceptional case, if r2 > s2 and v ^ 0 mod (qx )2, the induced

morphism

£¡''(e,Z)^£¡'V,Z)

enjoys the following properties:

( 1) If I = 0 mod 4 it is injective unless k = 2 or

(k, 1) = (2i + 1, 2;'),    with i > 0, ; even, and j(t + 1) divisible by r2,

while if 1 = 2 mod 4 and k is odd, E4 (e, Z) is zero anyway, whence the

induced morphism is injective.

(2) It is surjective at the prime 2 only if

(k, 1) = (2i, 2;'),    with i > 0, ; even, and j(t + 1) divisible by r2.

Whenever it is not surjective at the prime 2, its cokernel is a copy of Z/2.

(3) For j even, the kernel of the induced morphism

E24'2j(e, Z) = Z/qj(cxc2j) -> E24'2j(e', Z) = Z/qfac'^)

is a copy of Z/2, generated by (the class of) -f cxcJ - \cxc2i.

(4) For I = 2j, with j even and j(t + 1) divisible by r2, the kernel of the

induced morphism

E4-'2J(e,Z)-^El4'2j(e,Z)

is a copy of Z/2, generated by (the class of) a'x2 +1/2.

Proof. Away from 2 there is nothing to prove. Furthermore, in view of (0.4),

(6.7), and (6.9), statement (3) is again immediate. Theorem 0.4 together with

(6.7) implies that the differential d3 is nontrivial at 2, and in view of what

was said above, the groups E4 ' (e, Z) are nontrivial only if k = 0, 2 and /

is even or if / is divisible by 4. Now for ;' odd, (3.4) implies at once that

the number h'j_x/hj_x equals 1 or 2 according as (;' - l)(t + 1) is or is not

divisible by r2 ; hence the morphism in (7.3) labelled by this number has as

kernel a copy of Z/2 but since the differential d3 is nontrivial at the prime

2 this copy of Z/2 is killed and does not survive to E4 , whence the induced

morphism
c,2/+4,2;-2,      -, „21+4,27-2,  /    -,
E4 (e,Z) —yE4 (e , Z)

is injective. This settles part of statement (1). Likewise (3.4) implies at once

that for ;' even the number 5 in (7.3) is odd; hence the morphism labelled

by this number is an isomorphism at the prime 2 if j(t + 1) is not divisible

by r2 and it is surjective at the prime 2 with kernel a copy of Z/2 if j(t + 1)
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is divisible by r2. This implies readily that, at the prime 2, for ;' even, the

induced morphism

„21+1,2;,      rr\ ,,21+1,2;',  I    -,
E4       J(e,Z)—>E4 (e,Z)

has kernel a copy of Z/2 or is injective according as j(t+\) is or is not divisible

by r2. This settles the corresponding statements in (1) and (4). The proof of

the remaining statements is again straightforward and left to the reader.   □

Corollary 7.7. Let p be a prime dividing r and s, assume that r > s , and

suppose that the extension e does not split at p, i.e., that v ^ 0 mod (qx) .

Then the restriction map E^e, Z) —> E^e , Z) sends cx to cx, and, on the

remaining generators, it is given by the following rules:

(1) In the typical case,

h'. ,       ( Upc'2j,     if j is not divisible by d ,
res(c,,.) = 1Lclj = <      ,

1>'     hj1'     \vc'2j,       if j is divisible by dp,

rcs(x2j+x)=pWx'2j+x,

where U, V, W are units modulo p.

(2) In the exceptional case,

. hJ >  .
res(c2.) = j-c2i

■ (t+l, r2)c'2j,     if j is odd,

<   2Uc'2j, if j is even and j(t + 1) ̂  0 mod r2,

. Vc2j, if j is even and j(t + 1 ) = 0 mod r2,

res(x2j+x) = 2Wx'2j+x,    ; even,

where U, V, W are odd numbers.

Proof. By (6.11) the spectral sequence has E4 = E^ at the prime p. Hence

the assertions follow from (7.4), (7.5), (7.6), and the number theory in §3.   D

8. Proof of Theorem 0.3: The additive extension problem

As before, let p be a prime dividing qx = \H (K, N)\, and suppose that v ^

0 mod (qx) and that r > s , so that, in view of (6.12), the prime p is good

for the presentation (0.1) (cf. what was said in the Introduction). Moreover, let

G' be the subgroup of G generated by y and x = xp , with presentation

G =G(r,s ,t , f) = (x ,y; y =1, x    = y  , x yx      =y),

where s' = s/p and t' = f . It fits into the group extension

(8.1) 1 -+G' ^G-^Z/p-+ 1,
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and the injection maps yield a commutative diagram

1 1

I        I
e: 1 -> N-►   G'   -►   K'   -► 1

"1        I        I
(8.2) e: 1  -► N ->   G   ->   K   -► 1

I 1
Z/p -Ü-» Z/p

I I
1 1

We now assume by induction that Theorem 0.3 has been proved for the exten-

sion e'. We note that, in view of (2.8), (2.22), (2.24), and (2.27), the induction

starts at the extension (4.5) or (4.12) as appropriate. We verify the statement of

Theorem 0.3 for e by comparing the cohomologies of G and G', viewed as fil-

tered objects: Recall that the cohomologies of G and G' inherit nitrations from

the extension e and e', respectively. Since E2'° (e, Z) and E° ' (e, Z) are

zero, the filtration of H*(G, Z) looks like

H27'(G, Z) = H°'2j'(e) 2 H2'2;-2(e) D --O H2j'°(e),

H2;+1(G, Z) = Hl,y(e) 2 H3'2j"2(e) D ■■■ D H2j_1'2(e)

and the same remark applies to G' and e'.

Lemma 8.3.t. In the typical case, for j not divisible by dp, the restriction map

H2j+l(G)^H2j+l(G')

is injective while, for j = pd , the morphism

H3<2j-2(e) — H3'2j-2(e')

is injective and the restriction map

H2J+1(G) = Hl'2j(e) — H1,2V) = H2j+l(G')

has as kernel a copy of Z/p, generated by

dp(v, ?i)<Ü2,-+1 + possibly terms of higher filtration.
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Proof. In view of (7.5), a straightforward induction shows that, for i > 0 and

; > 1, the diagram

0 H2i+3)2;-2(e)

Id

H2M'2j-2(e')

H2i+l'2j(e)

H2'+1'2V)

^+1,2;(e)

El+U2j{<!)

0

has injective columns unless possibly ; is divisible by 2d . For i = 0 and

;' = pdp , we have a diagram

0 0

I
Z/p

I
H3'2y"2(e)

Z/p

I

Id

0 - H3'2^-2(e') H''2V) ^V) 0

with exact rows and columns. By (7.5)(4) the kernel of the induced morphism

E^{e)
„1,2ud„, /,
E       "(e)

is a copy of Z/p , generated by dp(v, qx)x2/id +x/p . In view of (4.22), (6.9),

and (6.11 ), we conclude that the kernel of H1 '2ftd" (e) -► H1 '2tid" (e) is generated

by
d.
— (v, qx)£2„d +x + possibly terms of higher filtration.   D

Lemma 8.3.e. In the exceptional case, for j even and j(t + 1) not divisible by

r2, the restriction map H27+1(G) —► H27+1(G') is injective, while for j even and

j(t+l) divisible by r2, the morphism H3, J~ (e) -» H3,2J~2(e) is injective and

the restriction map

H2j+l(G) = H1,27'(e) — HI,y(e) = H2j+1(G')

has as kernel a copy of Z/2, generated by

i
q.
Y%2j+i + possibly terms of higher filtration.

Proof. This is virtually identical to that of the previous lemma, with (7.6) in-

stead of (7.5). We leave the details to the reader.   D
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We can now verify the relations (0.3.4) for G and e : In view of the inductive

hypothesis, we have the defining relations

(8.4.1) %',q[)Z'2j+l=0
o. J

for G' and e'. In the exceptional case, since by hypothesis r2 > s2, in view of

(3.4), the extension e' splits at 2, and these relations boil down to

(8.4.2) qfij+i = 0.
Lemma 8.5. In the typical case,

(8.5.1)

(U(i>', q[))     p,     whenever j is not divisible by d,

il
?i ^ (v , q\ ) J   , ifj is divisible by dp,1        ' I

while in the exceptional case, for j even,

(q. \       f (a'),/2,     whenever j(t + 1) is not divisible by r0,
(8.5.2)   \^-{v,q.) )   ={     \

\Qi / 2     { (Qj)2,        ifj(t + 1) is divisible by r2.

Proof. By virtue of (3.3), in the typical case, (v, q[)   = p (v, qx)  , and

®.-(i). - (a-si
according as ;' is or is not divisible by d . This implies at once (8.5.1). In the

exceptional case, by (3.4), (qx)2 = 2, v is odd, and, for ;' even, (a)2 = 2(a^)2

or (a )2 = (q'j)2 according as j(t +1) is or is not divisible by r2 . This implies

at once (8.5.2).   D

To verify the relations (0.3.4) for 1 < ; < d , we recall from (4.21) that, by

construction,

^2;+l = TG'TG^2;+l) € H ¡+  (G » Z)'

By induction, at the prime p , the class £2+, has exact order %(v , q'x). Hence

at the prime p the class £2 +1 has at most this order. Moreover (cf. (4.22),

(6.9), and (6.11)), the class £2+1 passes to the class x2j+x in the associated

graded object of order

-i(v' ,q\)/p = ^-(v,qx)
<I\ ^i

at the prime p. Hence at p the class £2 +1 has at least order ^-(u, a,).

However, it is well known that the composite

H*(G, Z) -^+ H*(G', Z) ^^ H*(G, Z)
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is just multiplication by the index p = [G : G'], whence

VTG(reS«2;+l))=^2;+,eH2;+1(G,Z).

In the typical case, by (8.3.t) above, for 1 < ; < d , the restriction map

H2j+1(G,Z) —+H2j+1(G',Z)

is injective. If at p the class £2;+1 had order p ^-(v, qx), the restriction of the

transfer tg/tg to the cyclic subgroup of H2j+1(G', Z) generated by £2 +1 would

be an isomorphism and hence the restriction of the composite TG-TGores to this

cyclic subgroup would be injective; however this is impossible since tg-tg o res

is multiplication by p . Hence at the prime p the class £2 +1 has exact order

9Jr   '      S / qJf \
■¿{v ,qx)   p = Mv,qx)

and the relation

9j(v,qy)S2j+i=0
'»i

is a defining relation for 1 < ; < d For ;' = d , we observe that the class

£,2j+x passes to the class x2j+x e E^ and in view of (6.9) and (6.11) the latter

has exact order

This proves the relations (0.3.4) for 1 < ; < d . However, in view of the

multiplicative structure and the construction of the classes £2 +1 for ; > d in

(4.20), it is clear that these relations hold for every ; > 1. One only has to

observe that the classes f2   have order at least h- which follows at once from

h k
(6.9) and (6.11) and that for each j the number /z is divisible by a = -LjL

and hence by ^(v, qx). Hence the relations (0.3.4) are defining relations in

the typical case.

In the exceptional case with ;' even we proceed as in the typical case with

(8.3.e) instead of (8.3.t). Furthermore, we know from (6.10) that El¿2J is zero

for ;' odd and hence we have completely determined the structure of H° d(G)

in the exceptional case also.

Next we study the structure of Heven(G).

Lemma 8.6. For ; > 1, the induced morphism H4' ;4(e) —> H ' J~4(e) is

injective (with both groups interpreted to be zero for j = 1), while the induced

morphism

H2'2y-2(e)-+H2'2^-2(e')

has as kernel a copy of Z/p, generated by

q.
—cxÇ2j + possibly terms of higher filtration,
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and this kernel coincides with that of the restriction map

H2J(G) = H0,2;'(e, Z) —» H°,2V, Z) = H2j'(G').

We note that, in the exceptional case with ;' odd, (q )2 = 2, and the lemma

then says in particular that the kernel of the restriction map is generated by

cxC2j + possibly terms of higher filtration.

Proof. In view of (7.5), a straightforward induction shows that, for i > 2 and

; > 1, the diagram

0 H2,+2,2;-2(e) H2i'2j(e) i£VC) 0

0 H2I+2,2;-2(e/) H2i>2V) ^'2V) o

has injective columns unless i = 0 or i = 1, while, for i = 1, the corresponding

diagram looks like

0 0

Z/p
Id

Z/p

H4'2;-4(e) H2'2'-2(e)
„2,2;-2,   ,
E (e)

0 H4'^-4(e') H2'2^-2(e') E2JJ-2(e) 0

i4,-2with exact rows and columns; we note that, when H ' is interpreted to

be zero, this makes sense for ; = 1, too. In the typical case, in view of

(7.5)(3), and in the exceptional case with ;' odd, in view of (7.6)(3), the kernel

£„'       (e') is generated by -j-f-cc,,, whence, in view of (4.22),
p    X   ¿.J

(6.9), and (6.11), the kernel of H2,2-'_2(e) -» H2'2;_2(e') is generated by

—cC7i + possibly terms of higher filtration.
p    X   ¿J

In the exceptional case with ;' even, in view of (6.10), at the prime 2 the group

E' j~ (e) is cyclic of order 2 and the induced map .E2'27_2(e) -+ £'2'2;_2(e')
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is trivial. Likewise, for i = 0, we have such a diagram

0 0

0

1
Z/p

I
H2'2j"2(e)

I
H2'2j-2(e')

id
Z/p

H0'2»

H°'2V)

E°x2J(e)  -» 0

^V) -► 0
with exact rows and columns.   D

We note that, for i = 0, in the typical case, at p the induced morphism

^oo 7(e) ~* ^oo J(e) ^s ^n ^act an isomorphism for ; = 0 mod d in view of

(7.5) and in the exceptional case at 2 if j(t + 1) = 0 mod r2 in view of (7.6).

The relations (0.3.3) in the typical case and for ;' even in the exceptional

case follow from the inductive assumption and Lemmas 8.5 and 8.6 in much

the same way as the relations (0.3.4) follow from the inductive assumption,

combined with Lemma 8.5 and Lemmas 8.3.t or 8.3.e, according as we are in

the typical or exceptional case. We leave the details to the reader.

To verify the relations (0.3.1) and (0.3.2) in the typical case we need some

more preparations. We proceed as follows.

Lemma 8.7. At each prime p so that r  > s   the following hold.

(I) For ;>1,

(8.7.1)   (1+ (*>) +

(8.7.2)

i-i 5-1

+ ((')     )„ = (!+((') + ■•■ + «')      ,»•), = (*,)

for*'/„
unless we are in the exceptional case and j is odd.

(2) In the exceptional case, if j is odd,

(l + (tj) + ... + (tJ)~l)2 = ^(t+l))_(8.7.3)

while

(8-7.4) v„„2-vr        ..v2

and the latter equals r2 if v £ 0 mod (qx)2.

Proof. The relation (8.7.1) is a consequence of (3.1)(1). Likewise, to see that

(8.7.2) holds, we recall that / = uf- and, by virtue of (3.2), that (kx)p - sp in
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k h
the typical case since by hypothesis r >s . Since qx — -y-, we conclude

A.4-1  -(*   k^
}flp     \-J{v,qx)rJp     \hJ(v!qx))p

Finally, (8.7.3) follows from (3.1.2) while (8.7.4) was spelled out in the Adden-

dum to (3.2).   D

Lemma 8.8. Whether or not r > s , at a prime p so that v ^ 0 mod (qx ) ,

the classes £2. and cx enjoy the following relations:

(1) In the typical case

(8.9.t) ThjÇ2l = 0,
Jp

(l + (ti) + --- + (tif~l)hi
(8-lO.t) i-U-.-UCxCi. = o.

(2) In the exceptional case

(8.9.e.l) 2C2. = 0, if j is odd,

2s
(8.9.e.2)- hjC2j = 0, if j is even and t + 1 ̂  0 mod r2,

C> s)

(8.9.e.3) 2 hjÇ2j = 0,  if j is even and t + 1 = 0 mod r2,

N(t, j, s)h¡
(8.10.e.l)  ———-^cxt;2j = 0,  ifj is even,

(8.10.e.2) 2 cxC2j = 0, ifj is odd,

where we have written N(t, j, s) = 1 +11 H-h tJ^s~ ' for short.

For clarity we note that (8.lO.t) and (8.lO.e.l) are equivalent to

(8.10') dP-U,dp)cxC2j = 0.

Proof of (8.8). It is easy to see that the relations (8.9) hold. In fact, we have

already observed that hj — r, v = f, and (qx, 0) = (r, s, f). Hence (4.7)

entails , r.s,-, C2 =0 for ;' > 1, and it is clear that at the prime p this may

be written

SfhjC2j = 0,       ;>1.

Hence the relation (8.9) holds at the start of the induction. We now suppose by

induction that, in the typical case, (8.9.t) holds for e', i.e., that y h'jÇ'2j = 0 for

;' > 1. If 1 < ;' < d , in view of (3.3), f A. = f h¡, whence by construction
P Jp      J Jp      J

(cf. (4.15))

f hAj = Y b'Sa'tG^lj) = °>        JZ 1-
J p J p
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Consequently (8.9.t) holds in this range. However, if j = d , still in view of

(3.3), (hj)p = (h'j)p , whence taking into account (4.19), we conclude

°=Sfb,SG>1G(C2J) = SfhJpC2J = SfbJÍ2r
J n Jn Jn

Hence (8.9.t) holds for l<j<dp.

In the exceptional case we have, by construction, 2Ç2 = 0 for 1 < ;' < d2

and ; odd, since these classes lie in the image of the modulo 2 Bockstein map

(cf. their construction in §4), whence the relations (8.9.e.l) and (8.10.e.2). To

handle the exceptional case for ;' even we recall that the restricted case e' is

typical. If in addition r2 > s2, in view of (3.4) the extension e' splits at 2,

and by (2.8) we know that, for ;' > 1, h'Z'21 = 0 ; for 1 < ;' < d2 we can then

conclude, in view of (3.4) and (4.19), that at the prime 2,

. _  , ,   _ \ (t + 1, r2)hj vTG(C2j.),   if ; is odd,

O-Vc'îc^;)-!^^ if; is even.

Likewise, in view of what has already been proved in the typical case, for ; > 1,

we have yh'j£2J = 0; furthermore, it is clear that f2 = r2 ■ For 1 < ;' < d2 we

can then conclude, in view of (3.4) and (4.19), that

n-íh'r      (r'\-¡ 7('+1'5)A;tg'íg(Í2;)'    if;isodd,

- - Vc'îg^2;) -\2ihj C2j, if ; is even.

In particular, (8.9.e.2) holds for ;' < d2 . If t + 1 = 0 mod r2 , in view of (3.4)

the extension e' splits at 2 and hence, in view of (2.8), h'2Ç4 = 0. Exploiting

(3.4) and (4.19) again, we see that

Q = b'2-zG']G(0 = lh2^-

Hence the relations (8.9.e.3) hold for ; = 2. However, it is manifest that

d2 = 2, whence we have again verified these relations for 1 < ; < d . Finally,

again an argument involving the multiplicative structure completes the proof

that the relations (8.9) hold. We leave the details to the reader.

In order to verify the relations (8.10) we proceed as follows: We take the

obvious free presentation

(8.11) O^Z-^Z-^tf^l
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and consider the pull back group G in the sense that the diagram

0 0

Id

(8.12) * N

«I
* N

G

K

I        1
1 1

is commutative with exact rows and columns. For convenience we write

G-^Z(8.13) ê: 1 N 1

for the pull back extension. The integral cohomology of G is readily computed

from ê. In fact, for degree reasons it is clear that

H2;'(G, Z) = H°(Z, H2j(N,Z)) = Z/hj,        ; > 1,

(8.14) H1(G,Z) = H1(Z,H°(/V,Z)) = Z,

H2>+1 (G, Z) = H1 (Z, H2j (N, Z)) = Z/hj,        ; > 1,

and again for degree reasons there is not even a multiplicative extension prob-

lem.

We now consider the resulting central extension

(8.15) O^Z^G^G^l.

2 2
By construction it is clear that its class in H (G, Z) is just cx e H (G, Z).

Hence part of the Gysin sequence of (8.15) looks like

(8.16)
H2j+l(G) -^ H2;'(G) -^+ H2;+2(G) -^ H2;+2(G) -^ H2;+1(G).

where we have written H2;(G) = H2j(G, Z), etc.

Lemma 8.17. Under the circumstances o/(8.8) the following are true:

(1) For ; > 1, inf(C2.) e H ;(G, Z) is a generator, whence, for ; > 0, the

morphism
¿jffi 2;-l,

<32/:Hy(G,Z)^H'J    (G,Z)

in the Gysin sequence (8.16) is zero.
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(2) For j >0,fora suitable generator £2j+i e H2j+i(G,Z),

■s-i.

^2;+l(^2;+l) _ r *»2j >

_(l+(tJ) + ... + (tJ)       )hj

r

unless we are in the exceptional case with j odd.

Remark 8.17.3. The proof to be given below will also show that, if in the ex-

ceptional case v =£ 0 mod (qx)2 and t + 1 ̂  0 mod r2 , for ; odd,

.i-i.
(l + (tJ) + --- + (tJ)    )hj\    _fs(t+l)

= \r)2 = Wr

Notice if G is abelian, i.e., if t = 1 mod r, in view of (3.1), we have A = r

and

(l + (tJ) + ... + (tJ)s~l) = s,

whence the statement of the lemma then says that, up to a unit modulo p ,

Ö2;+l(4;+l)=^2;-

Proof of the lemma. By construction, for ; > 1,

inf(C2;.) = Yci € H°(Z, H2j(N, Z)) = H2j(G, Z),

and we know that this class is a generator; hence the morphism r>2. in the

Gysin sequence (8.16) is then zero. We now concentrate on the proof of the

other statement.
Assume first that d = 1 , i.e., that G is abelian. Then G is abelian as

well, and it is clear that the morphism ûx in the Gysin sequence (8.16) sends a

generator <*, of H1 (G, Z) =■ Z to s € Z = H°(G, Z). Since the Gysin sequence

(8.16) is compatible with the obvious (H*(G, Z))-module structures, we can

conclude that, for ; > 1, the morphism &2j+x sends the generator Ç2j+X = ÇxÇ2j

of H2;+1(G,Z) to

û2j+x(£2j+l) = sÇ2jeH2j(G,Z).

We now suppose dp > 1 and consider the extension e'. Let 0 < j < dp,

and assume by induction that, for a suitable generator £2 +1 e H ;+ (G1, Z),

,      -, (l + (t'J) + --- + (t'J)~[)h'j  ,

*2;+»(<í;+l) =-r C^

Using the description H2y+1(G, Z) = h'(Z, H2j(At, Z)) = Z/hj it is easy to

see that

4;+,=W4+>)eH27+1(Ô'Z)
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is a generator of H J+l(G, Z). Furthermore, since the transfer is natural, it is

clear that

s -1

Ö2;+.(£2;+,) =
(l+(t'J) + ... + (t,J)        )h'j

TG'To(Í2;)-

Our next aim is to calculate the coefficient —-—í^-L in terms of the

undashed data: In the typical case we have, in view of (3.1) and (3.3),

i(l + (t'j) + ... + (t'J)~l)tij^

V J

>r

and

/ p

shj

shj

rp

j-i
(l + (0 + ... + (0     )hj

s-l.
(l + (tJ) + ... + (tJ)  )hj

rp

,    if j' £ 0 mod d

,    if ;' = 0 mod d

In view of (4.19) this implies that, up to a unit modulo p, for 0 < ;' < d ,

.i-i.
_(l + (tJ) + --- + (tJ)    )hj

^2;+l('»2;+l) _ ~r <=2;-

Likewise, in the exceptional case, we recall that the restricted case e' is typical

(and splits); hence we have, in view of (3.1) and (3.3),

(l + (t'j) + ... + (t'J)~1)h^

J

2nj

and

r (s(t+\,r2)

2n]

= \

'shj

Tr

'sh:

,    if ;' is odd,

if j(t+ 1) üOmod r2,

otherwise.
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However, in view of (3.1) and (3.4),

i-i
(!+(/) + ... + (/)     )hj

{ fjs(t+l)hj'

= <
rjs(t+l)hj\   _fs(t+l)

Consequently, if we exclude the case where / + 1 = 0 mod r2 and ; is odd,

i'-i
i+(n+-..+(0  Wj

I ((\+(tj)+---+(tjri)hj

= <

2
i-1

2r

5-1
:i + (tj) + --- + (tj)  )hj

if j(t+ 1) = 0mod r2,

otherwise,

since (/ + 1, j)2 = (t + 1)2. In view of (4.19) this implies that, up to a unit

modulo 2, for 0 < ; < d2 and ; even,

(l + (tj) + --- + (tj)S~l)hi
<W<W = --;-— -c2;-

Moreover, we have also verified (8.17.4).

Finally, we observe that at p the class inf(£2(/ ) G H   (G, Z) has order r ,

and that the Gysin sequence (8.16) is compatible with the obvious (H*(G, Z))-

module structures. It is straightforward to deduce from this that, for ; > d ,

the morphism û2j+x : H2j+1(G, Z) -> H2j(G, Z) in the Gysin sequence (8.16)

has the asserted properties. We leave the details to the reader. This completes

the proof of (8.17).   D

It is clear that Lemma 8.17 and the exactness of the Gysin sequence (8.16)

imply at once that the relations (8.10) in (8.8) hold unless we are in the ex-

ceptional case with ; odd. However, we have already seen that the relations

(8.9.e.l) and (8.10.e.2) hold. Hence the proof of (8.8) is now complete.   D

We now verify the relations (0.3.2) in the typical case. Before doing so we

note that it may be necessary to rechoose some of the even degree generators C2, •

We assume that p is a prime so that rp > sp and, in view of (2.8) and (2.15),

we assume as before that v ^ 0 mod (a, )   and concentrate at this prime. We
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know from (6.9) and (6.11) that, when ocxÇ2j = 0, the number o is divisible

by a   at p . Since r >s , by (8.7) we have

(l + (tj) + --- + (tjr')p = (l + (tj) + --- + (tj)~\r)p = (kj)p,

unless we are in the exceptional case with ; odd, and the assertion is then a

consequence of the fact that the relations (8. lO.t) in (8.8) hold.

Next we verify the relations (0.3.1 ) in the typical case. We proceed as follows:

Since we already proved that the relations (0.3.3) hold at the prime p, we know

that, for ; > 1,

<=x-~-^^)cxC2j-2 = 0.

Now

r J  l    r hx qx

but the classes %i(^, 4\)cxC2j-2 are nonzero in H J(G> Z) since they pass

to the classes ^-(v, Q\)cxc2j_2 in Ex (cf. (4.22)), and in view of (6.9) and

(6.11) the latter are nonzero. The exactness of the Gysin sequence (8.16) im-

plies then that the classes qjf^(v, Q\)cx^2j_2 lie in the image of the morphism

Û2j+X : H2y+1(G, Z) -♦ H2;(G, Z) in the Gysin sequence (8.16). Since rp>sp,

in view of (8.7.1) and Lemma 8.17, we can conclude that, at the prime p , for

suitable numbers a ,

bj-J
^—Cx^2j-2 = afljW

The class £2 passes to the class c2 in E^ and by (6.9) and (6.11) the class

c2j has exact order /z . Hence we must have a a = a'/z at p . Furthermore,

in view of what has already been established at p , the class cxC2j_2 has exact

order q._x, whence the class

has exact order

^-—cxC2j_2 = ajhjC2j

/Qj-i Qx

at p . Consequently, the class &,£,, has at least order t-^-t and hence the class
J     ¿J \u íHx)

f,, has at least order h,i,\\. However, by (8.8), the class C, has at most
¿J J {V > H\ I ¿J

this order, whence hi7-ß1-1 is the exact order of Ç,,. Moreover, the numbers
J \V ,H\) ¿-J

a are units at p . If necessary we can rechoose the classes Ç2, in such a way

that these units assume the values 1. This establishes the relations (0.3.1) in

the typical case.

Finally we complete the exceptional case. We begin with the relations (0.3.3)

for ;  odd:   In view of (6.9)—(6.11), there is a priori a series of additional
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relations of the kind

(8.18) c'xC2j = axcx\2j_2 + a2cx+2Ç2j_4 + ■■■ ,        i > 2, ; odd.

However, it is clear that if necessary we may rechoose the classes Ç2, for ;' odd

in such a way that

(8.19) ^i2, = 0,    7odd,

and hence

(8.20) 4^2, = °>        '£2. J'odd-

This establishes the relations (0.3.3) in the exceptional case for ;' odd.

In the exceptional case with ; even the relations (0.3.2) are settled in virtually

the same way as in the typical case with (8.1 O.e. 1) instead of (8. lO.t). Moreover,

for ;' odd, in view of (8.19), in the Gysin sequence (8.16) the classes cxC2j G

H •'+ (G) go to zero under multiplication by cx ; from the exactness of the

Gysin sequence (8.16) we can therefore conclude that, in view of (8.7) and

(8.17)(2), for suitable numbers a +1 , we must have

(8-21) CxÍ2j = aj+lQj+¿2j+2-

Furthermore, in view of (6.9) and (6.11), the class cx(2j has at least order 2

and the class Ç2,+2 passes to the class c2j+2 in E^ of order hJ+x. This implies

that we must have a series of relations of the kind

(8-22) cxC2j = a'j+xhj+lC2j+2

and, in view of (8.9.e.2), the number a'+1 must be a unit at 2. In particular,

we obtain the defining relations

(8.23) 2cxC2j = 0,    jodd,

i.e., the relations (0.3.2) in the exceptional case with ;' odd with the new choice

for the generators Ç2 . Moreover, we can replace C2j+2 by a'j+xÇ2j+2 if neces-

sary and henceforth write C2j+2 for the latter; we then obtain the relations

(8-24) cxC2,. = /z;.+1C2y+2,    ;odd.

Rewriting this we get

bjC2j^cxC2j_2,    ;even,

i.e., the relations (0.3.1) for ;' even.

Next, for ;' odd, since (h )2 = 2, in view of what was said in (6.9)—(6.11),

we must have

(8.25) 2C2; = axcxC2j_2 + a2c2xC,2j_4 + ■■■ ,    j odd.

However, in view of what has already been established with the new choices for

the C2j, 2cxC2J = 0, whence

0 = axc%j-2 + a2c%j-4 + • • ■ >    J odd-
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In view of what was said above we know that multiplication by cx is an isomor-

phism in filtration > 4. This implies that, in view of the structure of H4' J~ (e)

which we already know, for k > 2, the numbers ak are divisible by the orders

of the classes cxÇ2j_2k and hence we must have relations of the kind

(8.26) 2C2; = a1c^2;_2GH2;(G),    ; odd.

Furthermore, if the number ax is nonzero it is necessarily divisible by

'qj-A = (g;_,)2

fl,  )2 2

since in view of what was just pointed out we must have

° = aicX-2GH2;+2(G),    ;'odd.

Now for ;' odd the element (%1)2cxC2,_2 G H2;(G) is manifestly nontrivial

since it passes to the class

9j-l\ ^  zr2,2;-2,  ,"¿-    c^2;-2 e E^      (e)

which is nontrivial. Hence the class

lies in the image of the morphism #2,+1 : H J+ (G) —► H }(G) in the Gysin

sequence (8.16). Since at 2 the group H J+ (G) has order (/j.)2 = 2 we

conclude that the morphism r>2 .+1 is injective and that its image is generated

by the class (^LfL)2cxC2j-2 G H2j(G). Furthermore, since we already know that,

for ;' odd, 2cxÇ2j = 0, in view of the exactness of the Gysin sequence (8.16)

we conclude that, at the prime 2,

Ww-fêO'A,-x'2;-2'
1    / 2

with e = 1 or e = 0 according as £2 has order 2 or > 2 at the prime

2. We do not pursue the question which case occurs when. Whatever value e

assumes, in the first case we are done while in the second case we replace Ç2

by ^2/ + ^2qLcx^2j-2 ' we note ^at tms n13^8 sense since in view of (3.2)(2) the

number q _, is divisible by 4. We then obtain the missing relations (0.3.1).

However, we may have to change the relations (0.3.3) accordingly as indicated

in the statement of (0.3).

An argument involving the multiplicative structure then completes the proof

that, at a good prime p , for a suitable choice of the generators the relations in

Theorem 0.3 are defining relations for the structure of H*(G) as a module over

H*(K).
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Remark 8.27. It is clear that the above yields a complete description of the

additive structure at the prime 2 in the exceptional case for v odd, too. Indeed,

for ;' odd, write Z,. G H J(G) for the old generators constructed by means

of the modulo 2 Bockstein exact sequence in §2. The above shows that, if we

multiply the classes Ç2, G H J(G) for ; even by appropriate units at 2  (if

necessary) and write Z2 g H j(G) for the corresponding classes, at the prime

2 the cohomology H*(G) is as a module over the 2-part of H*(.K) generated

by

2 '      4 ' ' '* ' '5 ' '9 ' ' * ' '

subject to the relations

2Z2;. = 0, ; odd,

hjZ2j = CxZ2j-2 . J eVen>

^"^2;+i=0' /even,
?i

—4Z2j. = 0, ; even, i > 2,

4Z2; = £^-cTZ2j-2>    J odd> ' > 2,

where e = 0 or e = 1 , but the latter ambiguity does not affect the additive

structure.
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